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Climate change: how mining
companies need to adapt
Green advances and
tailings technology
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Through our global
Diamond Academies,
the DTC ensures skills
transfer, training and
development of citizen
staff in Botswana, South
Africa and Namibia.
This is just one of a range
of activities that aim to
improve local capabilities
in line with the wider
economic objectives of
our government partners.
We call this

‘Living up to
Diamonds’

The world of diamonds is about
making dreams come true
For our government partners in southern Africa this means
establishing a sustainable, integrated local diamond industry.
For the DTC this means working in partnership with
governments to ensure that each country’s diamonds
continue to be a source of pride, wealth and development
for many years to come.
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COMMENT

Green winners and losers
THIS issue of MEM has two broad themes:
tailings thickening and waste remediation, and
the effects of climate change on the mining
industry. Both are linked by the very real need
to tackle the impact of global warming on the
industry, and the entire world, as regards the
supply and contamination of water.
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A tropical storm
moves towards
Florida. Tornadoravaged trees
are stripped of
their leaves and
branches. Climate
change is causing
freak weather
patterns. Mining
companies need to address the effects
of global warming.
Photo: Bloomberg News; Design: T Peters

The negative impact on water supplies
and courses from climate change is seen as
one of the most significant challenges facing
the industry. The number of areas affected
by drought is likely to increase, while the
potentially beneficial impacts of increased
run-off in other areas are likely to be offset by
the effects of increasingly variable precipitation
and seasonal run-off.
However, climate change can also offer
some mining companies opportunities,
too. Increased demand for uranium as an
Peter McCready
alternative energy source is one positive aspect
for those who produce it. And the massive size
of the industrial response to large-scale carbon
sequestration and other programmes will
It is easier to achieve targeted reductions in
make significant new demands on the supply
countries that have effectively outsourced all
of copper, aluminium, nickel, platinum, steel,
insulation materials, industrial gases and many their heavy industry to the Far East and, like the
UK, become service-orientated
other materials.
economies.
A Massachusetts Institute of
Some of the new green
Technology study suggested that
“Climate change
technological developments are
to capture 60% of the current US
can also offer some also coming at the expense of
CO2 emissions would require an
infrastructure on the scale of the
mining companies others. Biofuel is heralded as a
alternative to diesel
existing US natural-gas network.
opportunities, too. low-pollution
fuel. However, the negative effect
Unfortunately, rich countries’
Increased demand on others is two-fold.
ability to adapt to the challenges
The prices paid for agricultural
posed by climate change and the
for uranium as an
ensuing ‘green regulations’ may
alternative energy crops used to produce biofuel
and move away from foodstuff,
often have a detrimental effect on
source is one
have led to shortages of food
poorer nations.
positive aspect
in some regions of the world
Much of the West’s selfand has already contributed to
congratulation for its efforts to
for those who
the spiralling rise in the price of
reduce greenhouse emissions
produce
it”
wheat.
and to achieve recognised Kyoto
Furthermore, academic experts
Protocol – often deriding the US
have said that biofuel production
– comes at the expense of the
and the burning of agricultural by-products in
developing world and especially China.
power plants contributed to Hungary’s severe
drought this year.
Drought slashed Hungary’s maize crop by
REGULARS
half this year but it is claimed that dry weather
Comment
3 would have less impact on crops if farmers
left the plants’ stalks and straw on the fields
Enviromine
4-5 as protection from the sun and evaporation,
Legal brief
6 instead of selling it as biomass.
this case, biofuel production is accused
Finance
8-9 of Inadding
to the problems caused by extreme
Tailings
30 weather which is blamed on climate change.
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ENVIROMINE

A round-up of the latest environmental news aﬀecting the extractive industries

■ SUSTAINABILITY INDICES

Newmont Mining Corp has become
the first gold miner to be listed
on the dow Jones sustainability
Index World. The index tracks the
performance of 2,500 companies
worldwide, which meet stringent
sustainability targets. Companies are
assessed each year on a number of
sustainability issues including risk
and crisis management, safety and
energy consumption and climate
change, and can be removed from
the list if they fail to meet the criteria.
And Rio Tinto is set to join the
FTse4Goood index, having fulfilled
the business criteria for socially
responsible mining. The index was
launched in 2001 for investors that
wanted to only invest in companies
with good standards of corporate
responsibility and that minimise
social and environmental risk.

■ TROGLOBITES

Two Rio Tinto iron-ore projects in
Western Australia have been given
the go-ahead following resolution
of environmental concerns. The WA
environmental Protection Authority
(ePA) had recommended against
the projects on the grounds that
they would destroy the habitat of
12 species of troglobites, rare cavedwelling spider-like species. The ePA
has now made recommendations to
the minister of environment that the
Us$10 million project is “considered
environmentally acceptable” and
that mining be allowed to proceed.
The ePA reversed its decision
following the submission of an
altered mine plan for the project
from its operator, Robe River Mining
(a Rio Tinto subsidiary).

■ SEVERE WEAThER

Citigroup, has reported that severe
weather events pose the greatest
threat to the global mining industry
as a result of climate change. The
international financial organisation
reviewed the 12 largest mining
companies covered in its analysis
portfolio and found that those with
operations in Australia would be
most exposed to severe weather
risk. In addition to severe weather
events, Citigroup identified deficits
of fresh water supplies, thawing of
Arctic permafrost, and increasing
disease and malnutrition in Africa
ask key risk factors. Citigroup
concluded that companies’
responses to these issues could be
considered “food for thought”. It said
that it appears to be “early days” for
some companies in considering the
physical impacts of climate change.

Philippines Congress ‘backs’
human rights group

Mining companies in
Mindanao remain vulnerable

eNVIRONMeNTAL protest group
Kalikasan claims several members of
the Philippines Congress have agreed
to back its calls for an investigation
into human rights violations against
protestors at Oxiana Philippines Inc’s
exploration project at Nueva Vizcaya.
The department of environment and
Natural Resources suspended work on
August 30 on Oxiana’s project, north
of Manila, where protestors had been
manning barricades since July.
The project is the latest in a string
of Australian developments to have
faced a groundswell of opposition
from Philippines groups, including
the Catholic Church, environmental
organisations and New People’s Army,
which claim the mining activity will
destroy ancestral lands, displace people
and devastate local industry.
A number of Australian
companies have started
exploration in the
Philippines since President
Gloria Arroyo loosened
restrictions on foreign
exploration.
Kalikasan spokesman
Clemente bautista said
three members of congress
had already called for
its claims of violence by
people hired by Oxiana,
a subsidiary of Australialisted Royalco Resources
Ltd, be investigated.
Mr bautista said there

was photographic evidence of Oxiana
staff trying to dismantle barricades at
the site but Royalco executive chairman
Peter Topham said he was unaware of
any violence on the site.
“despite press reports to the
contrary, there has been no violence
on site that we are aware of, nor do we
condone violence in any form,” said Mr
Topham.
He said the company’s community
relations staff had reported around
50 protestors on site, not the 1,000
suggested by non-government
organisations working in the area.
Mr Topham said the company had
agreed not to try to dismantle the
roadblock this week.
“We retain the support of those
people in the area where we propose to
conduct our exploration programmes,

including the indigenous people,” he
said.
“Whilst we await further
developments we believe our staff
remain safe and we have no intention of
walking away from the Philippines.”
Mr Topham said geologists were
still working on the
Lafayette Mining claims community
company’s other
support for its Rapu Rapu project
tenements in the
Philippines.
Mr bautista said tribal
groups in some parts of
the country had declared
war on mining companies
but he had not heard any
reports of such action in
Oxiana’s case.
Australian miners
working in the Philippines
include Lafayette Mining
Ltd, QNI bHP billiton
Minerals and Medusa
Mining Ltd.

Anglo hits back at War on Want report
ANGLO American plc has slammed
a report by the non-governmental
organisation War on Want,
which alleged that the company
is “profiting from conﬂict and
associated human-rights abuses”.
Anglo spokesman Edward
Bickham said the War on Want
report was full of inaccuracies and
innuendo. “Despite saying they
[War on Want] are interested in
justice, they made no attempt to
have a dialogue with us,” he said.
The War on Want Alternative
Report accuses Anglo American
and AngloGold Ashanti Ltd (in
which Anglo American is a 42%
shareholder) of profiting from
operating in conﬂict zones such
as Colombia and the Democratic
Republic of Congo, as well as
repressing communities in Ghana
and causing severe environmental

damage in the Philippines.
Anglo denied all of these
claims in a ten-page response
document. The company said it
generates higher revenues for local
communities and governments than
it does dividends for shareholders.

Edward Bickham, Anglo American plc

In 2006, Anglo distributed US$4.8
billion to its 160,000 employees,
33% more than the US$3.2 billion
distributed as dividends. Anglo said
it did not profit from operating in
conﬂict zones such as in Colombia
as it has to “shoulder a significant
security burden”.
When asked how the company
responds to cases of human-rights
violations by the state security
forces it is often obliged to use,
Anglo said it is guided by a set of
voluntary principles created by the
governments of the US, UK, Norway
and the Netherlands.
These principles state that
companies should use their
inﬂuence to bring human rights
issues to light in their host country.
Anglo said that it has now offered
to meet with War on Want to discuss
the Alternative Report.
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Global politicians join
Honduras mining debate
A UK-based Catholic organisation sent three politicians
to Honduras to participate in the debate on the
country’s controversial mining bill.
The Catholic Agency for Overseas Development
(CAFOD) sent one Canadian and two British members
of parliament (MPs) to Honduras last month where they
met with politicians, members of the community and
anti-mining activist groups.
The bill, which bans open-pit mining, the use of
cyanide, and imposes a 2,000% hike in royalties, would
effectively put a stop to most new mining, the national
mining association Anamimh has previously said.
However, one of the delegates, British MP Keith Hill,
said the current law was “a complete free for all” for
miners. “It involves no restrictions on exploration and
exploitation. [It allows] unlimited use of water, [miners]
can force the dispossession of land and housing, and
they have an extremely beneficial tax regime.
“It does seem to me that for the environment, the
interest of local communities and the national economy
there is a powerful case for a reform of the current law.”
The country did not have the expertise and resources
to monitor an open-pit regime, Mr Hill said. It was,
therefore, possible that if passed, the proposed ban
on open-pit mining would one day be reviewed if this
situation changed.

Canadian MP Alexa McDonough and Keith Hall
“There needs to be a future created for mining in
Honduras and then society can benefit if it’s properly
regulated,” he said.
The bill, which has been under discussion for four
years, is currently being examined by two government
departments. There are high hopes it will be debated in
congress by the end of the year.
The MPs who were joined in Honduras by Canadian
MP Alexa McDonough, said action was needed on the
international stage too.
The trip was part of CAFOD’s ‘unearth justice’
campaign, which highlights what it believes are
examples of destructive gold mining practices across
the world. CAFOD spokesperson Mel Beardon said the
politicians wanted to ensure the views of communities
affected by mining were given international attention.

Rosia Montana blow

The proposal to build Europe’s most
controversial mine has been dealt a blow, with
the Romanian environment minister stopping
the licensing process for an ‘unlimited’ period.
Gabriel Resources Ltd has been trying to get
approval for the US$750 million Rosia Montana
gold project since May 2006 when it submitted
its environmental impact assessment (EIA).
On September 13, environment minister
Attila Korodi declared he had decided to halt
consideration of the EIA due to a legal finding by
his department. He said an urbanistic certificate
recently obtained by a Gabriel Resources
subsidiary was “null from a legal point of view”.
According to Gabriel Resources, the certificate
has no legal implications for its application,
and simply lists documents needed to apply
for a construction permit. The Romanian nongovernment organisation Alburnus Maior
is disputing the legality of the urbanistic
certificate.
Gabriel Resources chief executive officer Alan
Hill said the minister’s decision was “disgraceful”.
Mr Hill said the environment minister had
no jurisdiction to make such a declaration and
was effectively taking on the role of a court
of law.
The minister said the licensing process would
not restart until the court case brought by
Alburnus was finalised.
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LEGAL BRIEF
???????

Getting a social licence: the ‘social
component’ to mining regulation
Legal licence to develop a mining project is no longer enough
– a social licence gives operators an opportunity to transform
mining into an activity that can promote the economic and
social development of the surrounding local community

I

Mindoro Resources’ Archangel
project in the Philippines, where
the government has incorporated
the free, prior and informed
consent principle into national
legislation

N recent years, mine owners and operators have
developed the necessary skills and knowledge to meet
the industry’s environmental and technical regulatory
requirements. However, legal licence is no longer
enough, and addressing the social side of exploration and
extraction is now on the agenda. As it evolves and becomes
more ingrained in regulatory requirements, social licensing is
emerging as a major challenge to the mining industry.
Gaining a social licence to operate is becoming a critical
success factor in mine development, and it has an effect from
the very start of the planning and development process.
Indeed, this licence can often be won or lost through the
initial interactions between mining companies and the local
community.
For communities that may be affected by mining activities, a
social licence to operate is, essentially, an agreement that the
mine development will, overall, create value for the local society.
It is acquired through mutual agreement, and it is essential
that communities have full and effective leverage to negotiate
conditions. In addition,
there must exist a will for
society to monitor and
measure the project and
company performance
throughout its lifecycle.
For mining companies,
one of the primary
objectives of gaining a
social licence is to reduce
project risk and liability,
and to understand,
predict and address any
potential social/cultural
changes resulting from
the mine development.
It means that mine
owners and operators can
gain consent for a project from the outset, and establish good
relations with local communities. Failing to seek and secure
consent can result in strained relationships with the community,
delays and costs for the mining companies, a damaged
reputation locally and globally, and prevent revenue being
generated for the host government.
Community groups and NGOs have become more
sophisticated, and technology enables campaigners to raise
awareness of issues across the globe at the touch of a button.
The ability of a mining company to obtain the social licence to
operate at a particular location will most likely impact on a
similar pursuit at another location due to advancements in
global communication systems and the focus on the extractive
industries. This means that mining companies need the explicit
support of the communities in which they operate to be
successful. This support must be long-term and ongoing to
ensure continued access to land and resources.
As more people in the developing world become aware of
their rights, and are prepared to hold firms and governments to

BY KAREN
AITCHISON

account whose decisions ignore these concerns, it is vital
that mining companies realise one of the key components of
the social licence – it is obtained, and retained, on an almost
daily basis.
The investment community is also becoming more interested
in the social components of the vehicles in which they invest.
A quick glance at the annual report of any leading mining and
mineral company will find significant coverage on corporate and
social responsibility, and sustainability.
The World Bank’s Extractives Industry Review and the
adoption of the Equator Principles by many of the world’s
leading banks also show a clear trend towards social and
environmental commitments.
One of the main vehicles through which a social licence to
operate is secured is the acceptance of the principle of free, prior
and informed consent (FPIC) for all projects. The United Nations
Commission on Human Rights says: “Free, prior and informed
consent recognises indigenous peoples’ inherent and prior rights
to their lands and resources, and respects their legitimate
authority to require that third-parties enter into an equal and
respectful relationship with them, based on the principle of
informed consent.”
FPIC is recognised and advocated by leading organisations
such as Oxfam and the International Labour Organisation.
Furthermore, it is increasingly used within the United Nations
system as a practical methodology for designing programmes
and projects that affect indigenous people.
The World Bank has also adopted a policy of only financing
development programmes where FPIC is used or consultation is
provided for. It has been incorporated into the World Wildlife
Fund’s Mine Certification and Evaluation Project, which is
evaluating whether independent, third-party certification of
environmental and social performance can be applied to the
mining sector. The World Commission on Dams also uses FPIC as
the standard to be applied in project development.
Governments are beginning to take up the free, prior and
informed consent principle, with the Philippines and Australia
among those that have incorporated it into national legislation,
and there is no doubt that FPIC is reflected in global human
rights law. As a result, more companies are accepting that
FPIC is an essential aspect of sound mining practice and
some have incorporated the concept into their operational
guidelines.
For mine owners and operators, the social licence should not
just be viewed as another regulatory hurdle to overcome, but as
a real opportunity to transform mining into an activity that can
promote the economic and social development of associated
communities.
Regulatory licences are an accepted facet of mine
development and operation, and a social licence is fast
becoming a major component of the same process. A project
attempting to operate without both will quickly realise it is
unsustainable from both a business and social perspective.
Karen Aitchison is UK Service Leader for Mergers & Acquisition
at URS Corp
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Digging with the locals: managing lo

H

Artisanal mining in the remote
Amazon forest of Brazil
Photo: Bloomberg News

ISTORICALLY, mining companies viewed local
communities surrounding a mine site as a source
of discomfort rather than as a stakeholder
group with which they needed to engage.
If problems flared up and locals got restless,
international mining companies would often turn to the
national government to resolve the problem or step up their
own security efforts, while protesting that they had done all
that could be expected of them by paying taxes and abiding
by local laws.
Few mining companies would adopt this attitude today.
With growing awareness of the importance of a ‘social licence
to operate’ – a nice phrase, the meaning of which few can
convincingly articulate – mining companies increasingly
appreciate the importance of consent from local communities.
Today, most mining companies engage in long dialogues with
local groups before starting a project.
The industry’s change in mindset is evident in the
contrast between the way in which Rio Tinto was “run out” of
Bougainville, amid an apparently poor understanding of local
communities’ concerns and the disintegration of a relatively
harmonious society into civil conflict, with that company’s
protracted discussions with local communities in developing its
mineral-sands operation in Madagascar. The latter represents
one of the most encompassing and engaging discussions with
stakeholders in the industry’s experience.
However, notwithstanding the industry’s increased
awareness of the importance of dialogue with local
communities and of engaging with local groups during
mine planning, the industry has not yet found the formula to
sustaining stable local community relations. Local communities
continue to voice concerns and cause disruptions at mining
operations around the world.
Conflicts arise in both the developed and developing worlds
but tend to be particularly problematic in poorer countries,
where management has a more limited understanding of
the issues and governance and legal structures are typically
weaker.
Disagreements with local communities will almost
certainly always exist; mining is necessarily disruptive, social
expectations change over long mine lives and the interests
of miners and communities will never be entirely aligned.
However, the industry can go further in revising its view of
the roles mining companies play and in reducing the social
resentment its presence often generates.
The problem may lie in the way many mining companies
approach local community engagement. Often it is viewed as
a one-off step to secure the right to mine in the area. In fact,
in entering a region, a mining company becomes a rich and
powerful member of its community and must play a role in its
development.
Many large mining companies are developing extensive
corporate-level guides to engaging local communities in
new mining operations. Although a deeper understanding of
how to approach engagement is sensible, it is important to
appreciate that whilst ‘local communities’ makes a nice name
for a stakeholder group, this is the most disparate group of
stakeholders. Though some themes are consistent, concerns
vary by country, region and community. As a result, every
situation requires a very different understanding of local
attitudes and a different approach.
Looking forward, effectively managing relationships with
local communities will become increasingly important to both
the sustainability of existing operations and as a competitive
advantage in securing growth opportunities through new
concessions.
The mining industry faces a significant shift in the risk
profile of its combined asset base over the coming decades.

BY ANDREW HOWARD
One of those risks will be an increased exposure to operations
surrounded by local communities relatively unsupported
by their national governments, unused to being governed
by regulations over which they had little influence and with
little to lose if they feel they are treated unfairly. Analysis
of Transparency International and World Bank data implies
that new copper-mining projects in the next decade, as an
example, will be in countries with corruption levels and percapita income on average one fifth below the level of existing
production.
For instance, despite being illegal in most countries, mining
companies in Africa have struggled to keep artisanal miners
off their properties for decades. Unsafe practices resulted in
injury and fatality rates far higher than those of the companies’
own mines. Private militia firms played a role in combating
the problem for a long time. More recently, companies
such as AngloGold Ashanti Ltd have taken a different tack.
Acknowledging that artisanal mining is unlikely to have a
material impact on the value of their own operation, they
have provided support to local miners and equipment to
help improve safety conditions. In recognising that local
communities frequently had a very different perspective on
property rights and expected the international company to act
as a benefactor, it assumed a more co-operative position. In the
process it was able to turn a potentially difficult problem into
an improvement in community relations.

POWER TO THE LOCALS

Local communities are increasingly empowered by civil society
movements and intergovernmental development agencies.
Intergovernmental agencies, including the World Bank and the
UN, realising that many of their initiatives in recent decades
have failed to deliver improved living standards, are changing
their approach to development. A recent World Bank study
has shown that projects focused on grass-roots development
were most effective in improving living standards in poor
areas. In particular, local communities are being empowered in
preference to (often corrupt) national governments. One result
is an increasing legitimisation of local communities and their
right to ensure their own development.
Those local communities are becoming increasingly
organised in their engagement with investing companies.
Growth in local NGOs, usually small groups based in
developing countries, has been close to three times faster than
growth in international NGOs in recent years. Frequently, they
have ties to international organisations, giving them a voice in
international circles. Local problems can become international
problems increasingly quickly and easily.
On the other hand, in many ways, mining companies have
fewer options to directly promote local development than was
the case in the past. Increasingly sophisticated equipment
reduces the need for local purchasing during construction or
operation. With the proportion of production from open-pit
mining rising, the need for local labour is often reduced.
Companies need to ensure an equitable relationship with
communities from the outset of a project. That local consent
is needed to build a mine is well understood by most mining
groups. However, it is still too often treated as gaining consent
to develop a mine than as an ongoing consent to operate.
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ng local community relations
Similarly, token engagement is likely to do more damage
than good, raising expectations without providing a
meaningful voice. Social Impact Assessments, required by
the World Bank and many project finance lenders are a useful
step in ensuring mining companies consider social issues at
the outset of a project but are only ever likely to provide a
snapshot of a community’s view. Rather, these assessments
should be treated as a by-product of a much broader
engagement process.
Linking environmental performance with community
relations at a site level provides a basis for recognising their
interdependency. Frequently, local concerns are linked to
environmental issues and the two should be viewed as closely
related. Whether through the impact of leaked tailings on local
farmland or through a mine’s use of limited water resources,
local community livelihoods are frequently dependent on
agriculture and heavily affected by the externalities of mining.
For instance, with water shortages set to intensify in many
mineral-rich regions, the issue of water allocation – to mine
or community – is likely to become more important. Early
engagement on ways to improve community wide water
efficiency can head off future confrontation.
Continued on-the-ground monitoring is critical. A
company’s best view of local community relations comes from
those working in the field. It is important those eyes and ears
are made aware of the importance of monitoring emerging
community concerns, given a channel through which to relay
information to decision makers and the corporate centre and
are incentivised to manage local relationships rather than
simply to maximise immediate profits.
The benefits of a longer-term view can be seen in the
differences in relations mining companies in Peru have with
local communities. In 2004, Xstrata plc won the Las Bambas
concession in Peru, in one of the country’s least-developed
regions and one which is also vulnerable to water shortages.
Perhaps learning from the experience of Newmont Mining
Corp, which has faced a barrage of criticism and sporadic
violence from local groups over the impact of its Yanacocha
mine further north in the country, Xstrata has instigated
an extensive consultation process. It is working with local
farmers to improve farming techniques and is supporting

The Las Bambas concession in
Peru, won in 2004 by Xstrata plc

local business initiatives. It has also established an advisory
board comprising local figures and international experts
to provide oversight and recommendations independent
of the company’s management, which it will issue publicly.
Development of the mine, if it goes ahead, is years away; the
initiative is perhaps better viewed as investing in the option to
develop the mine, at a cost unnoticeable in the scheme of the
Xstrata group. Whilst a sound example of long-range planning,
all the good work could be lost if perceptions of the value of
having the company around change.
The voice and influence of local communities on mining
operations is likely to grow as their power increases. Mining
companies have yet to find the ideal framework to manage
those relationships. Perhaps looking for a single framework
to deal with a disparate group of communities connected
only by their proximity to mining operations is one of the
problems. As forward-thinking companies in the industry are
showing, the best approach is likely to lie in ceasing to seek to
manage relationships and risks, and rather in becoming better
neighbours in the local community.

“A company’s
best view of local
community relations
comes from those
working in the field”

Andrew Howard is an environmental consultant
Further articles from this series, A Changing Landscape, can be
found at www.mining-journal.com. You can also find past issues
of MEM, exclusive features, multimedia and more at the site
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HEALTH

Corporate killing law will help p
BY MICHAEL
STEWART

Forward-thinking mining operators are using their healthcare
resources to benefit the local communities

T

“Are the locallyavailable resources
up to scratch? For
example, what
is the standard
of local medical
care and does
the host country
have adequate
civil contingency
planning?”

HE challenges posed to all
business by increasingly tough
health and safety requirements
are exponentially greater for the
mining industry, where an
inherently risky working environment
combines with skill shortages, international
travel and the need to respond quickly to
crises in remote areas of the world.
For businesses operating out of the UK,
the stakes have also been raised
considerably with the introduction of The
Corporate Manslaughter and Corporate
Homicide Act 2007, which puts policies,
practices and personnel of all levels under
an unprecedented level of scrutiny.
However, might this push for organisations
to put their houses in order also result in
unexpected business benefits?
From April 2008, work-related fatalities
will be investigated under the significant
new powers of the UK Corporate
Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide
Act 2007. The new law should make it easier
to secure prosecutions by allowing the
consideration of the general ‘safety culture’
within the company and the actions of its
senior management.
Even when employees are not based in
the UK, companies should not consider
themselves immune to the new, or existing,
legislation. In addition, local management
could also find themselves arrested and
charged by local authorities. There is also
the question of civil liabilities and the fact
that claimants have a choice of where to
sue.
Yet, despite the potential risks, survey
results revealed by Paul Tilstone of the
Institute of Travel Management showed
that only 40% of the employers and
travel managers questioned were aware
of the corporate manslaughter and
homicide legislation.
Furthermore, only 50% had a travel
programme for new employees and 50%
did not ask travellers to undertake any form
of risk assessment before setting off. In the
mining industry, such health and safety issues affect every
area of the business and should be at the top of the agenda.
The ongoing decline in graduates entering the industry is
leading to a shortage of manpower, with those who are
available typically preferring to work in Canada or Australia,
rather than in the Democratic Republic of Congo, for example.
The negative impact of this is compounded by a shortage of
good health and safety professionals in the industry.
Meanwhile, as permitting and expansion becomes more
difficult at well-established operations, the industry is looking
further afield, to deposits in more remote – even ‘riskier’ – parts
of the world. Attracting and retaining the right individuals to
live and work in these isolated, sometimes dangerous, areas is
becoming difficult and expensive. Even in less remote areas,
employers must still consider how they will respond if an

employee is hurt in the line of work, to ensure the situation
does not result in an avoidable fatality. Are the locally-available
resources up to scratch? For example, what is the standard of
local medical care and does the host country have adequate
civil contingency planning?
Health and safety issues are also set to play an increasing
role in mining companies’ reputations in the wider world, in
which they are investing so much. One of the main provisions
of the new manslaughter law is the power for the court to
impose a ‘publicity order’, under which a convicted company
must publicise its own conviction and the details of the
punishment.
In addition to the greater financial penalties expected to be
imposed under the new law, the reputational damage arising
from such a publicity order will have a significant impact.
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p protect workers in ‘risky’ jobs

MEDICAL INFRASTRUCTURE

One of the largest copper mines in Indonesia for example, is a
six-hour flight away from Jakarta and set in perilous terrain.
However, by establishing a complete medical infrastructure for
the site, the operators are able to provide a very high standard
of care for workers and their dependents, ranging from
emergency facilities – including evacuation – to occupational
healthcare and dentistry. In doing so, the operator successfully
attracts and retains the kind of skilled international workers
required for a safe and efficient operation.
Furthermore, the mine can contribute a great deal to the
large local communities who have access to the facilities.
Investment in public health programmes, including malaria
control, clean water schemes, and sexual health information
and support have delivered real results, while demonstrating
that mining operations can work with – and to the benefit of –
local communities.
But, the ability of mining companies to protect the welfare
of their employees does not begin and end with on-theground medical support. However well-equipped, a remote
location will need support from the wider organisation, which
they can draw on in a crisis at any time of day. Leadership in
working policies and practices can have an enormous impact
on local operations – and this is something of which global
companies must now be acutely aware.
It is vital to have a written risk-assessment policy, which is
clearly communicated through training and in contracts of
employment, and strictly implemented at every level.
Communication is also important in terms of keeping workers
connected to the wider organisation. With an effective flow of
information, employees in the remotest parts of the world can
be kept abreast of the information they need to stay safe, while
employers can see, at a moment’s notice, which personnel may
be affected by a particular crisis.

FOUR PRACTICAL STEPS

This process exemplifies the four practical steps all companies
should take on board: preparation; compliance; tracking, and
communication. In terms of preparation, employers and those
organising foreign employment should have the most up-todate information on that destination. The second stage,
compliance, involves ensuring staff have completed risk
assessments and will comply with the company’s travel policy.
Robust tracking and mapping systems allow employers to
keep abreast of staff movements at a moment’s notice. Finally,
communication becomes crucial when an employee has to be
notified of an important event in their area or needs to make
contact in an emergency.
Giving employees access to current and relevant information,
wherever they are, is fundamental to ensuring both safety and
efficiency. Important topics can be political or environmental,
such as a coup, a disease outbreak or a natural disaster. By
matching real-time intelligence on world events against the
location and occupation of each employee, personalised alerts
can be sent out to affected individuals electronically, by email or
text message, for example.
The legal and regulatory pressure to protect the welfare of
workers is growing – of that there is no doubt. Businesses
sending their workers into remote and potentially hazardous
environments must understand that their duty of care requires
them to mitigate any risk as much as is practicable. Any failure
to do so – even for workers sent outside the UK – is more likely
than ever to have serious long-term repercussions.
Mining companies that approach the health and safety
challenge not as a compliance exercise, but as a means of
becoming a better employer and corporate citizen will find
their investment will deliver returns across the business.

“The mine can
contribute a great
deal to the large
local communities
who have access
to the facilities.
Investment in public
health programmes,
including malaria
control and clean
water schemes”

Michael Stewart is business director, Scotland and Nordics, at
International SOS, a provider of medical assistance, international
healthcare and security services
Photo: Bloomberg News

Environmental and community issues are, likewise, tied into
this idea of being a good corporate citizen. While these may
not have a direct connection with the welfare of employees,
the conduct of mining companies can be a major factor – for
good or ill – in the health and safety of the population living
around sites. As well as being a real concern in its own right,
there is a growing mainstream awareness of how large
companies behave when they move into an area.
Viewed in this way, it makes sense that many forwardthinking operators are moving beyond health and safety
compliance to tackle these pressing issues and deliver benefits
across the business.

MADRID TRAIN BOMBINGS

The Madrid train bombings provided an example of how an
effective communication and tracking system can help a firm
to run more efficiently, as well as safely. An executive of an
American company was on holiday in Miami when terrorists
attacked the train system in the Spanish capital. Although it
was the middle of the night in Florida, he was able to use a webbased tracking system to find out which of his company’s
employees were in Spain. He then contacted all eight of them to
make sure they were safe and provide them with necessary
instructions to help them cope with the situation.
At nine the next morning, his chief executive called to say he
would have to return to New York as the company might have
employees affected by the problems in Spain. The executive
was able to inform his boss that he not only knew about the
problem but had dealt with it. Rigorous safety training meant
that each employee knew exactly how to act in such a crisis
and, combined with the tracking and messaging system,
this allowed the organisation to effectively manage the risk
to its workers.

New Delhi, India: mining
companies can have a positive
impact on local communities by
investing in services such as
medical facilities and clean water
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THICKENED TAILINGS

Self-support group
As real examples become more common, and as mines develop in more seismically
active and arid areas, the importance of thickened tailings technology looks set to rise

“As mines are
increasingly being
developed in remote
mountainous and
often seismically
active regions,
the life of mine
advantages of
thickened tailings
disposal have
become more
obvious”

B

Y THICKENING tailings to a non-segregating highdensity slurry or paste prior to disposal, it is possible
to create a self-supporting stack or hill of tailings,
removing the need for a conventional tailings dam,
which is basically a mass of unconsolidated tailings
together with a large volume of process water held back by large
impoundment walls.
The tailings dam breaches that have occurred over the
years, such as at Boliden’s Los Frailes mine at Aznalcollar in
Spain in 1998, have caused serious environmental damage as
well as damaged the reputation and public perception of the
whole mining industry. This was a structural failure of the dam
wall, and mines are increasingly being developed in remote
mountainous and often seismically active regions, the life-ofmine advantages of thickened tailings disposal have become
more obvious.
The other key advantage is the water saving, particularly
in arid regions. Steve Slottee at PasteThick Associates
commented: “One of the biggest markets in the world for
paste thickeners is southern Africa where water savings are a
main driver. Plant expansions hinge on whether water can be
saved from the current plant and the expansion. Without these
savings governments will often not allow the expansion”.
According to Mr Slottee, water has also been a driver in

southern Brazil (eg Urucum thickened tailings disposal), where
seasonal rainfall, in environmentally delicate areas is a key
driver for the technology. Additionally, with the resurgence
in uranium activity, the improved water recovery of paste
thickeners is finding application in improving the efficiency
of CCD (Counter Current Decantation) circuits. With paste
thickeners, a CCD circuit could use fewer stages or less water
giving high concentration pregnant liquors.
An engineer at Pipeline Systems Inc commented on
reasons for using thickened tailings disposal: “Water is one the
primary drivers in arid regions, where evaporation from the
impoundment ponds can cause large water losses. However,
reagent savings, impoundment stability, reduction in the
area of the impoundment and especially the water pond,
reduction in the size of the dam, and post-closure reclamation
considerations are equally important”.
The principal differences between conventional tailings
disposal and thickened tailings disposal are that in a
conventional tailings disposal system, the tailings properties
are fixed by the processing plant and all the confining walls to
the storage have to be engineered to withstand the stresses
imposed on them by nature. In thickened tailings, the tailings
properties can be engineered to suit the unstructured natural
topography of the disposal area.

The CTD area at
AngloGold’s Sunrise
Dam gold mine,
Australia
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EARLY DEVELOPMENT

The Peak Gold CTD area, Australia

PASTE OR THICKENED TAILINGS?

The term paste tailings has become quite widely used in the
industry in conjunction with paste backfill, though strictly
speaking, if the official definition of paste is taken – yield stress
greater than 200 Pa, then few, if any surface thickened tailings
disposal projects come under the ‘paste’ banner. Backfill is a very
different beast as you are essentially producing a value product
that is used in the mining method through mixing tailings with
sand and/or crushed rock and cementitous additives.
The required backfill product varies from mine to mine
depending on what it is being used for. Liam MacNamara,
vice president, sales and marketing, minerals, at Dorr-Oliver
Eimco told Mining Magazine: “In underground mining, the
required paste characteristics will always dictate the design
of the paste plant. Surface disposal can be a more iterative
trade-off between capital costs, operating costs and process
performance in three areas: solid/liquid separation, transport
and deposition.”
Brandt Henriksson, global technology support – thickeners
at Outotec (Canada) Ltd said of the distinction: “To me, ‘paste
backfill’ is a material that is produced in a paste plant for
deposit underground as backfill. This type of paste plant uses
a number of materials including thickened tailings, sand and
cement to produce the paste backfill.
“The thickened tails themselves may be ‘paste like’ and
produced from a paste thickener, however, some plants also
use high rate and high compression thickeners as feed to their
paste plants. Paste backfill is a quite specific application and
business”.
Dennis Netherton, at Thickened Tailings Management
Systems, commented: “Surface paste, if it can flow to some
predictable slope by gravity alone, is simply another point
on the thickened tailings graph of deposition slope versus
percent solids. If you get past the point of gravity flow on a
surface deposit anywhere other than say an open pit, then your
thickening is in the mechanically assisted range”.
Mr Netherton said that at the time when Dr Eli Robinsky
coined the phrase ‘thickened tailings’ he was referring to
anything more dense or with a lesser water content than a
conventional thickener or concentrator underflow that was
going to spigot, end spill, or cyclone tailings, and thickened
beyond the point where homogeneity of the tailings mass was
obtainable.
Paul Williams of Australian Tailings Consultants (ATC)
commented: “There is no sudden step change where you flip
over to something mystical called paste that has wondrous

Mine backfilling and surface disposal of paste and thickened tailings developed separately from each
other.
In the 1970s at Kidd Creek (then Falconbridge, now Xstrata), poor ground conditions
and difficulties in designing a dam impoundment led civil engineer Eli Robinsky in Canada
to suggest thickening the tailings to a consistency where the need for water retention and
management was significantly reduced and the tailings disposed of in a gently sloping dome.
At the time, the limiting factor was the available thickening equipment but a thickened
tailings facility, the first of its kind, was successfully built in 1973 and is still being used.
More recent projects using the technology in Canada and the US include PSI-designed Myra
Falls (zinc, Breakwater Resources) and Pogo (gold, Teck Cominco), which both use Outotec
thickeners.
After Kidd Creek, the first industry to widely implement thickened tailings technology was the
alumina industry in Australia. The idea was adopted by both Alcoa and Alcan as a better technique
for the stacked disposal of red mud – the high pH caustic waste from the Bayer Process – than the
traditional wet impoundments that they were using at the time.
Dorr-Oliver Eimco developed a high density thickener, known as a ‘Superthickener’ for Alcoa in
Western Australia to facilitate the new dry stacking technique that Alcoa were proposing to use. Over a
period of three years all three of Alcoa’s Western Australia plants were converted – at Pinjarra, Kwinana
and Wagerup.
At the same time, Alcan was separately developing its own technology at its operations in Canada
and Jamaica (Windalco). In the late 1980s Alcan developed its ‘deep thickener’ technology for the
disposal of its red mud. In 1996 Alcan and Eimco signed a licensing agreement for the deep thickener
technology and the Eimco Deep Cone Thickener was introduced to the wider minerals market.
Since then, over 120 have been sold to a variety of different markets, a significant proportion of
which for thickened tailings applications. Some are also used in paste backfill although filtration
methods still dominate this market. The expansion of situations where thickened tailings disposal is
applicable was a direct result of the increase in achievable underflow densities from new thickening
techniques and equipment types.
new properties. For some reason the word ‘paste’ has caught
the imagination of mining companies and many other related
practitioners in the field … but the fact is, when you work in the
field in practice, tailings are no respecter
of titles. So-called paste tailings are just
thickened tailings with a lower yield stress”.

THICKENING AND DISPOSAL

Thickened tailings disposal involves taking
the process tailings, thickening it (and
simultaneously dewatering) with a hi-rate
thickener or paste thickener, then pumping
it to the disposal site, where if forms a gentle
slope (in flat terrain CTD) of anything from
1-3% though some gold-copper examples
have a steeper slope than this – the slope
is controlled by the degree of thickening.
Such slopes are sufficiently gentle to avoid
erosion, yet provide good drainage for
vegetation.
Today, thickened tailings disposal is
generally divided into two general project
designs – central thickened discharge (CTD),
used on flat terrain where the material
forms a very shallow cone; or down valley
discharge (DVD), where the slope is steeper
than the tailings slope so it is necessary to
construct an embankment at the toe of the
slope to create storage capacity.
Thickening is done by removal of the
process water using large circular thickening
tanks – either a conventional thickener or
high rate thickener. Paste thickeners are
more expensive but allow for the creation
of much higher density underflows and the
most efficient recovery of water as they give
a 6-7% improvement in solids concentration
from a hi-rate thickener.
The trade-off between what thickener
to use comes down to several factors. Paul
Williams at ATC told Mining Magazine:
“There are two main factors – cost and the
Continued on page 14
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THICKENED TAILINGS
Dorr-Oliver Eimco deep cone
thickeners, Miduk, Iran

Continued from page 13
pumpability of the underflow. Paste thickeners are more expensive
per tonne of tailings throughput than high density or hi-rate
thickeners”. At the same time, the underflow rheology will stretch the
capability of centrifugal pumps.
If the thickened tailings are centrifugally pumpable then the
optimum place for the thickener will be at the process plant site. If
paste thickeners are selected but the disposal site is at some distance
from the plant and/or at a higher elevation, then the optimum
place will be at the storage site – but then there is the added cost of
returning the recovered water to the process plant. In some cases, the
combination of a higher elevation of the paste thickener, proximity
to the storage site and more fluid paste rheology allow gravity flow
without the use of pumps.

Surface thickened tailings disposal sites are normally not covered
through the life of the mine. This is why often high density material
is desirable as it consolidates more quickly and as there is little or no
free water on the surface. Water removal through evaporation and
cracking of the surface is maximised and leaching of metals and salts
into the ground is reduced. This means the tailings facility when it’s
time for closure can be capped.

CANADA TO AUSTRALIA AND BEYOND

The expansion of the concept into the wider minerals industry
was advanced by Paul Williams, founder of MPA Williams
and Associates and Australian Tailings Consultants (ATC).
In 1981, Paul Williams designed the second-ever thickened
tailings project at the Elura zinc mine, now called Endeavor and
operated by CBH Resources in New South Wales, with the next
one not until Peak Gold Mines (then CRA now Peak Gold) in 1990.
Other ATC stacked tailings schemes in Australia include
Century (zinc, now part of Zinifex) begun in 1990; Ernest Henry
(copper-gold, now part of Xstrata) from 1997 and Sunrise Dam
(gold, AngloGold Ashanti) dating from 1999. In addition to these
and the in-house designed Alcoa alumina projects, ATC designed
a thickened tailings system at Union Reefs (gold, AngloGold
Ashanti) in the Northern Territory, which closed in 2003, after 10
years of successful operation. Finally, an ATC designed system
is under construction at the Angas mine (zinc, Terramin) at
Strathalbyn in South Australia.
ATC projects aside, there are several other examples in
Australia – these include the Osborne mine in northwest
Queensland (copper-gold), which has a thickened tailings
disposal scheme designed in 1996 by South Africa’s Metago
Environmental Engineers.
At the Mt Keith copper operation, developed by WMC and
now owned by BHP Billiton, a two-paddock CTD option was
factored in at the planning phase but was then converted to a
multiple discharge CTD scheme soon after start-up.
Southern Africa has also been a focus – projects include
Barrick’s Bulyanhulu mine in Tanzania, which was the first mine
to adopt a total paste solution for all its tailings from both
underground and surface workings; at the De Beers’ Kimberley
pit where thickened tailings produced from the processing
of old waste dumps by Ekapa/Super Stone are disposed of in
the original pit; and Debswana’s Orapa mine, which has been
operating a prototype paste thickener for over a year and studies
for the mine comparing possible disposal options. The De
Beers Combined Treatment Plant (CTP) in Kimberley also uses
thickened tailings disposal.
There are a number of projects in Europe, including
Boliden Garpenberg, Aguas Tenidas (in development)
and Somincor Neves Corvo (ongoing project at existing
conventional dam area).
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CHILE UNTAPPED POTENTIAL

The thickened tailings market has yet to take off in Chile but
there are high expectations for the future given the water
shortages – highlighted by the construction of a 500 l/second
desalination plant by Escondida in the port of Coloso, near
Antofagasta. Steve Slottee commented: “Although paste
tailings are not yet established in Chile, this technology is
under constant study as a way for saving water in the copper
mining areas”.
One spanner in the works is that it remains illegal in Chile
to have tailings higher than the impoundment wall – an
obvious aspect to a conventional tailings dam, but still ruling
out thickened tailings projects. However, this law is now being
reviewed.
One option for Chile’s large, high tonnage copper operations
would be to use multiple paste thickeners, giving feed control
across multiple units, however, this would involve a high capital
cost. Designs are already in place for 40 m paste thickeners,
including versions that could be built into steep terrain, using
a discharge tunnel for deposition. The problem with very large
paste thickeners is the torque needed to drive the rakes inside
the tank, and they require a column based drive, whereas some
smaller models have a bridge drive.

ATC has completed separate studies at Codelco Andina
and El Teniente copper mines in Chile into the advantages
of introducing thickened tailings disposal systems to modify
the mines’ existing tailings disposal schemes. At both sites,
the planned volume of tailings involved is huge – the 2,500 to
5,000 Mt range – and the forward planning time period is in
excess of 50 years.
At El Teniente, tailings are transported 80 km by flume,
through a number of tunnels, for discharge into the existing
Caren storage area. After a review of possible alternative sites,
the study focussed on the Caren site. A number of options have
proved to be feasible. The preferred solution is an innovative
method that requires actual paste thickening of just a
proportion of the total feed to the storage.
The tailings discharge system at Andina is similar to El
Teniente. The tailings are transported approximately 90 km by
flume to discharge into the Ovejeria storage area.
Water conservation is a big issue, and the objectives of the
study were to maximise water recovery as well as to investigate
a reduction in costs. Multiple options were investigated,
including thickener type, location, tailings transport methods
(flumes or pipes), discharge and beaching methods, and
Continued on page 16

“The thickened
tailings market has
yet to take off in
Chile but there are
high expectations
for the future
given the water
shortages”
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THICKENED TAILINGS
Close-up of Peak Gold
CTD area surface

Continued from page 15
possible variations in
embankment locations.
This study also indicated that
significant savings should be possible
compared to the present conventional methods.

IRAN

“There are two main
factors – cost and
the pumpability
of the underflow.
Paste thickeners are
more expensive per
tonne of tailings
throughput than
high density or hirate thickeners”

A perhaps unlikely front-line setting for new thickened tailings
projects, there are now two main thickened tailings projects for
National Iranian Copper Industries Co (NICICO) in the country
at Miduk and Sar Cheshmesh.
The design at Miduk was commissioned in May 2005. The
tailings disposal scheme is a paste thickened down-valley
discharge (DVD) operation that utilises four, 16 m-diameter
Dorr-Oliver Eimco deep cone thickeners which are located 500
m from the concentrator at the head of the valley where the
thickened tailings are disposed. In its March 2007 newsletter,

ATC
said that an
embankment of rockfill
contains the toe of the tailings
beach but allows water to percolate
through to a water recovery dam.
Early operations have involved ore with a
high clay content and current work is focussed
on flocculant plant modifications to enhance thickener
performance.
Sar Cheshmeh is an operating mine and is the largest
of NICICO’s operations, currently producing 22 Mt/y with a
planned expansion to 33 Mt/y. With the original earth and
rockfill embankment impoundment full, ATC’s brief was to
develop facilities for another 1,000 Mt of tailings storage over
the next 30 years. The solution was DVD paste thickened
tailings, (the same strategy as Miduk). A key driver, as at Miduk,
is to save water as primary water supply for both mines comes
from scarce alluvial aquifers.
On site, the main embankment raising is proceeding,
contracts are about to be let for major changes and upgrading
of return water pumping facilities and tenders for the paste
thickener contract are closing.

MARKET PLAYERS

Right and below: Dorr-Oliver
Eimco deep cone thickeners at
Alcan Gove

The market involves many of the same players as the backfill
market, including companies like Paste Group (Paterson
& Cooke, Knight Piésold and Minefill Services), Golder
Associates, Outotec and Pipeline Systems Inc (PSI) on the
project management side. However, here there are also other
specialists in thickened tailings that have a more surface water
management or geotechnical focus, such as ATC in Australia,
Thickened Tailings Management Systems (formerly NethertonRobinsky Associates) and Klohn Crippen Berger in Canada, as
well as SRK through its Reno and Chile offices, Metago in South
Africa and others.
On the equipment side, as thickened tailings are dealing with
lower yield stress materials, different types of pumps can often
be used.
Hans Rayer, senior product manager, Geho Pumps commented:
“Surface tailings disposal systems use mainly centrifugal pumps
like Warman for the short distances and more lean slurries, and for
the higher pressures Geho’s crankshaft driven piston diaphragm
pumps. If both types of pumps can handle the material, often the
far lower power consumption of the Geho diaphragm style of
pumps are preferred. Mine backfill paste is far more concentrated
up to a higher solids concentration and mostly pumped with
hydraulically driven piston pumps as supplied by Geho and
Putzmeister”.
Likewise, it is not always necessary to use a paste thickener
for thickened tailings projects such as those supplied by DorrOliver Eimco, Outotec and PasteThick Associates (designers of
WesTech paste thickeners) – it comes down to the required yield
stress, which itself is related to the disposal plan and topography.
For example, if a large area of flat land is available, then a high
density thickener or a hi-rate thickener could feasibly be used.
This article first appeared in Mining Magazine
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PASTE TECHNOLOGY

Using paste
technology
to support
environmental
goals
BY SUSAN
LONGO

U

RSA Major Minerals Inc wanted to reduce the
geographic footprint and manage the water
impacts at its Shakespeare project located near
Sudbury, Canada. The Shakespeare project is
based on a near-surface nickel, copper and
platinum body discovered in 2002.
Planning a 4,500 t/d open-pit mining operation and onsite processing plant involved considering several wastemanagement options.
One, proposed by consulting firm Golder Associates,
involved paste technology, which is the process of thickening
material from a slurry to a consistency approaching that
of toothpaste. Recent improvements in paste technology,
and a growing understanding of both where it can be used
effectively and where other disposal methods may be better,
have resulted in a bigger role for paste in managing mines’
environmental impacts.
At Shakespeare, which is now going through the
environmental permitting process, plans are
being made for what is expected to be one of
the world’s first applications of co-mingling of
paste from tailings with mine waste rock.
It is expected that the eventual size of the
disposal area could be up to about half of what
it would be using conventional technologies.
As well, the amount of water to be used as part
of the processing – and which would need to
be treated afterwards as a consequence – is
expected to be significantly less.
To find the best way to co-mingle both
types of materials, the Sudbury-based Golder
Paste Technology Ltd group used its laboratory
facilities to test and characterise the materials
to evaluate their potential for co-disposal. Golder PasteTec and
Golder Associates were responsible for the overall design of the
tailings dewatering system, the co-disposal process, the surface
deposition areas and the water reclaim ponds.

While paste is typically mixed using large, purpose-built machines, here it is being
prepared using standard construction equipment for injection underground to
backfill disused coal-mine workings under a housing development near the town of
Canmore, in western Canada

“Recent
improvements in
paste technology …
have resulted in a
bigger role for paste
in managing mines’
environmental
impacts”

WHAT’S NEW IN PASTE TECHNOLOGY?

To understand the trends in paste technology, it is important
to understand its nature. While conventional slurries for normal
tailings range between 30 and 50% solids by mass, pastes can
range between 65 and 80% solids.
Thickening tailings from 30 to 75% solids reduces the
amount of water in the tailings mass by about 85%.
Its consistency means that paste generally cannot be
moved with a centrifugal pump, but rather with a positive
displacement pump, and the material moves through a
pipeline as a plug flow.
Continued on page 18
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PASTE TECHNOLOGY

“When the longterm operating
and closure costs
and liabilities
are considered,
paste is, in a
growing number
of instances, the
low-cost solution”

Continued from page 17
While paste technology is seeing increased applications
around the world, in part because of its environmental
implications, it is far from being an untested idea. Dr Eli
Robinsky at the University of Toronto was an early pioneer in
the 1970s in the field of thickened tailings for surface disposal.
An early application was a cone of thickened tailings at the
Kidd Creek mine near Timmins, Canada, that is still in operation
after over 30 years.
One of the benefits of greater experience with paste is the
development of paste recipes that vary according to particle
size, mineralogy, chemistry, volume of water, thickeners and
other factors to suit specific purposes.
Other recent developments include a wider familiarity
with paste among members of the global mining community,
leading to a greater understanding of its role among
consultants and industry leaders. This means that if a mining
company believes that paste may be part of the solution to
its tailing management challenges, it is in a better position to
implement such a plan.
Better pumps, thickening equipment and other technology
have brought paste applications down in terms of capital
cost. While the up-front equipment costs may still be higher
than with some conventional disposal methods, the gap is
narrowing – and when the long-term operating and closure
costs and liabilities are considered, paste is, in a growing
number of instances, the low-cost solution.

Environmental benefits of paste

The Shakespeare project illustrates one of the chief
environmental benefits of paste – a smaller surface footprint
than some conventional techniques for disposing of tailings
and other mine waste.

Pumped through a pipeline to a disposal site and put
down in layers that are allowed to dry out (desiccate), paste
can frequently be stacked high and deep compared to
conventional methods. Depending on the recipe of the paste,
the climate and other factors, the angle of repose on a paste
disposal site can be up to 5-10%.
One reason for the decreased footprint is that there is
reduced need – or in some cases, no need – for a conventional
water cover for the tailings and a dam to contain the tailings
pond.
Permits to take water, water treatment and disposal have
become a major issue in many parts of the world, possibly
most acutely felt in dry climates. In many areas, water-taking
is severely restricted, partly because of the potential to
lower water tables and cause water shortages for nearby
communities, and also because of potential impact on surface
water and aquatic habitats. Using paste technology means
using less water and recycling some that is used.
Water treatment and disposal challenges may be less
because of paste as well. In many cases, only about 2-5% of
the water used in production bleeds off the deposited stack.
This may mean that only a low berm around the disposal site is
needed to catch this bleed water and run-off from precipitation.
Another benefit to paste can be faster site reclamation
and closure. Paste can be driven on almost immediately, and,
in some cases, agricultural implements can be used to plant
vegetative cover directly into the waste product. This means
that the mining company can carry out closure progressively,
as with a municipal landfill site.
Benefits include being able to match revenue to expenditure
better, as the closure costs come soon after the revenue was
earned through the production of minerals that produced
the tailings. Faster closure means fewer long-term liabilities

Founded in 1835, The Mining Journal was born at a time when the eyes of the
world were focused on Britain as the Industrial Revolution dramatically changed
the pattern of working life. Mining Journal, under the leadership of its ﬁrst
editor, Henry English, was determined to see the mining industry
undergo a long-overdue industrial revolution of its own.
In the 172 years from then until now, the Mining Journal has
proven the most respected and dependable voice in global
mining and construction publishing, specialising in
providing international news and
information for the industry.
Mining’s rich history has been meticulously
documented by our journalists, resulting in
our unique archive that reaches back 25
years online and 172 years in print. Each
week, we delve 100 years back into these
printed archives, retrieving excerpts from
articles, advertisements, diagrams and
photographs of interest.
These selections are added to the growing
Excavated feature library - accessible only
through Mining Journal Online.
Visit www.mining-journal.com, and click the box
labelled:
Excavated: 100 years back through the
history of the industry.
MJ Online Half Page Horizontal (1 1
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hanging over the company, a good thing from the perspective
of financiers, shareholders and the company’s legal counsel. The
public-relations benefits of being seen to have acted responsibly
regarding closure are also not to be underestimated.

THE UNDERGROUND ADVANTAGE

Traditionally, many mining companies have disposed of their
tailings and waste rock above ground, as underground disposal
was simply not cost-effective. Now, we see a growing interest
in underground backfill paste disposal – partly to provide a
structural support utilising previously ‘useless’ waste products,
partly to help manage the risk of subsistence and collapse after
closure, and partly to reduce the amount of surface area that is
impacted by the mine’s operations.
Cemented paste can be pumped underground as backfill to
worked-out stopes so that the adjacent ore can then be mined.
This can improve recoveries – there is less dilution of the ore
when mining beside a paste backfilled stope than with one
that has been backfilled with cemented rockfill.
While dilution figures for cemented rockfill can typically be
from 5-10% or more, with paste backfill it is more likely 1-2%.
Limiting the amount of dilution will ultimately improve mill
recoveries as cement can play havoc on processing but, more
importantly, dilution changes the throughput of the mill.
Other operating advantages include the fact that paste
contains less cement than is typically used with cemented rockfill,
and, in most mines, cement is the largest operating cost in the
backfill system. Also, development rock and other waste rock
can be co-disposed with paste material underground instead
of being moved to surface, which minimises handling of waste
materials.

As with any technology, a key to working with paste is
knowing when to use it – and when not. In many cases,
traditional methods may be more practical from a financial,
operational and environmental point of view. However, the
trends seem to be that paste will play a increasingly wider role
in the global mining scene.

A ‘slump test’ is one way to
determine the consistency of
paste, which is a thickened
mixture of tailings and water

Susan Longo is a member of Golder Paste Technology Ltd, a division of Golder Associates Ltd, based in the Sudbury, Canada office

Make a difference...
Wardell Armstrong International Ltd, consultants to the mining sector, would like to appoint a

Mining Environmental Specialist
to join our busy international environmental team, based in Cornwall UK.

The right candidate will have enthusiasm and drive and will strive for excellence in all aspects of the position. Can you
make a positive and valuable contribution to a successful, exciting and unique business? Technical expertise, qualifications and
experience are essential but attitude is paramount. We are a people business and it is the quality and attitude of our people
that makes the difference in serving our clients.
The successful candidate will have:
s ! PROVEN TRACK RECORD IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL SECTOR
s %XPERIENCE IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF MINING
s 'OOD KNOWLEDGE OF %3)!S %NVIRONMENTAL !UDITS AND %NVIRONMENTAL -ANAGEMENT 0LANS AND -INE #LOSURE
s 'OOD PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATIONAL SKILLS
s &LEXIBILITY TO TRAVEL WORLDWIDE
This role offers the chance to make an immediate and visible impact on our and our clients’ business; on your career
development; and on THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH WE LIVE AND WORK )F YOU FEEL YOU HAVE THESE QUALITIES AND EXPERIENCE AND
would like to make a difference please request further information and application details from:
Hillery Cope | Tel: +44(0)1872 560 738 | Email: hcope@wardell-armstrong.com
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TAILINGS RESEARCH

Kristineberg spearheads research in
BY LARS LÖVGREN,
ANDERS WIDERLUND
AND
BJÖRN ÖHLANDER

The primary goal at Kristineberg in Sweden has been to devise
methods for safely disposing of mining waste using research
programmes based on the remediation of recent tailings, with a
focus on soil and water cover

I

N SWEDEN, the research
extraction of sulphide ores,
THE AREA
in the field of mining and
the two large iron-ore mines in
The Kristineberg mining area is operated by Boliden
the environment has been
Kiruna and Malmberget were
Mineral AB. It is in the western part of the Skellefte
extensive during the past 15
disqualified. Instead, interest
ore district, about 175 km southwest of Luleå.
years.
focused on the Skellefte district,
The largest orebody in the area is the Kristineberg
A large portion of these
a famous mining region, which
zinc-copper deposit, discovered early last century.
activities have been executed in
includes most of the mines
In 1940, the mine was brought into production to
the mining area of Kristineberg,
operated by Boliden Mineral AB.
support Sweden’s supply of base metals during the
northern Sweden. The results of
The huge open-pit copper mine
war. A mill and a 96 km-long aerial cableway were
all the different studies performed
at Aitik, near Malmberget, was an
constructed to convey the products to the Boliden
in the Kristineberg area have
immediate alternative, but it was
mine for further transport to the smelter.
recently been summarised in
found to be atypical for Swedish
In the past, ten different mines within a 50 km
a report. Considering the vast
sulphide mines from both the
distance from Kristineberg have provided ore to the
knowledge gathered about the
point of view of sulphide content
mill in Kristineberg. Sulphide-rich tailings have been
different compartments with the
and climate.
deposited in five impoundments, all of which are
mining area and the surrounding
along a small valley. Today, the ore is processed at the
As one of the main tasks of the
catchment, there is a strong
Boliden mill.
programme was to assess the
demand among stakeholders and
performance of soil cover and
scientists to continue the research with new sources of funding. water cover as means of remediating tailings, it was desired
In this article, the past two decades’ achievements are briefly
that such measures were already in place.
summarised and some ideas for future research are suggested.
Another issue of consideration was accessibility. The
northern parts of Sweden are a vast and sparsely populated
MAJOR RESEARCH ACTIVITIES
region. Several of the operating mines are located away from
The largest operator among the researchers has been
the main roads and airports.
MiMi (Mitigation of the Environmental Impact of Mining
The MiMi researchers were affiliated to six universities and
Waste), a concerted research programme focusing
several consultants, some of which were in central Sweden.
on remediation of tailings of recent origin. MiMi
And, considering the frequent field trips and sampling
operated from 1998 to 2004 with a total budget
campaigns, which would be undertaken it, was deemed
of SKr78 million (US$11.9 million), financed by
necessary to identify a field site reasonably accessible.
the Foundation for Strategic Environmental
The choice of Kristineberg mine as the main field site for
Research (Mistra).
the MiMi programme was based on the aforementioned
Mistra supports strategic environmental
criteria. The site provided a number of tailings deposits,
research with a long-term perspective, and
which had been subject to remediation using a variety of
aims to play a significant role in solving major
techniques. These were systematically selected depending on
environmental problems and to contribute
their topographic and hydrologic conditions. Furthermore,
to the development of a sustainable society.
an extensive pre-reclamation database related to the site was
The main part of the foundation’s funding is focused
available. The reclamation programme started in 1996, and
on broad-based interdisciplinary programmes. It funds
one of the tailings impoundments has yet to be completely
about 20 major programmes, each of which should have decommissioned. Thanks to the local hydrology, there are
a time span of between six and eight years.
favourable conditions to study the evolution of the quality of
The overall goal for the MiMi programme was to devise
groundwater and surface water along a flow path.
methods for the safe disposal of mining waste and for the
The Kristineberg mine site was also considered as a suitable
reliable prediction of their future operation over very long
location for several research projects funded by EU Structural
periods of time. The main focus was put on soil cover and water
Funds, through Georange, the regional organisation, which
cover. Since the emission of acid mine drainage (AMD) is the
supports the development of the Swedish mining industry.
result of a great number of processes spanning over numerous
Additionally, a number of other projects have been financed by
scientific disciplines, the MiMi programme was an integrated
the industry itself and from public sources.
effort of researchers and engineering specialists
from geologists, geochemists, microbiologists,
REMEDIATION ACTIVITIES AT KRISTINEBERG MINE
geohydrologists, geotechnical and geophysical
Over the years, a total of 20 Mt of sulphide-rich tailings
expertise, ecologists and botanists. The main
have been deposited in the five tailings impoundments at
objective of the programme was a comprehensive assessment Kristineberg. The impoundments cover an area of about
of the two main techniques for remediation of sulphide
42 ha. The impoundments were remediated in a system
containing tailings, ie soil cover and water cover.
approach using different techniques depending on the specific
But why choose Kristineberg? The selection of the
conditions at each site. Two of them (Impoundments 1 and
Kristineberg area as the main site for the research for the MiMi
1b) were covered in 1996 by applying a so-called ‘qualified soil
programme was based on a survey of possible locations in
cover’ using compacted till as sealing layer. A layer of crushed
Sweden. An important criterion was recent waste disposal, and
limestone was distributed on the surface of the tailings before
therefore the search was limited to operating mines.
the cover was applied. Water management, including the
Considering that AMD is a mainly problem related to
backfilling of ditches, maintained the groundwater saturation
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ch into safe disposal of mine waste
Map of the industrial area
around the Kristineberg
mine showing the tailings
impoundments and the
surrounding catchment area

RESEARCH PROJECTS
The large number and diversity of research projects
performed in the area demonstrate the breadth of
issues that have been addressed, and encompass major
biogeochemical processes occurring along AMD pathways
from tailings impoundments to the recipient.
for a section of one of these impoundments. Today, grass covers
the surface and higher vegetation has started to establish itself.
While groundwater saturation was applied on the major
part of Impoundment 2, another part was left flooded. Until
recently, Impoundment 3 has been used as a component in the
mine water-treatment process. This impoundment comprised
a sedimentation impoundment for the sludge, which was
generated by the straight liming process being used both
during mill operations and also after the mill’s closure. As a result
of this, the tailings in the lower part of Impoundment 3 are
covered by hydroxide sludge. The western part of Impoundment
3 has been covered with till according to the groundwater
saturation method described above, and in the eastern part, the
groundwater almost reaches the covered surface.
The entire Impoundment 3 will eventually be covered with
till. Impoundment 4 was flooded by raising the existing dykes.
The water flowing from Impoundment 3 is treated with lime
before it reaches Impoundment 4. Treated water is finally
discharged to the recipient, Vormbäcken. By controlling the pH
with the addition of lime, thereby reducing metal mobility, the
water-covered downstream impoundment (ie Impoundment 4)
acts as a trap for metals released from the areas upstream.

EVOLUTION OF GROUNDWATER QUALITY IN TAILINGS

Tailings Impoundment 1 was one of the main study objects
during the run of the MiMi programme. Tailings were sampled
by drilling cores in Impoundment 1. These cores were divided
into 20 cm samples, which were analysed with respect to
elemental composition. Also, the mineralogical composition
of the tailings was analysed. Pore water was extracted from
the tailings core samples and analysed after filtration. Oxygen
diffusion was measured using oxygen diffusion lysimeters,
installed in the tailings below the cover. Groundwater levels
were measured regularly in 28 piezometers, which were spread

over the impoundment in order to follow the groundwater
evolution after remediation.
Sampling from groundwater wells from 1998 to 2004
showed that the groundwater quality varied considerably
in the impoundment, even under the same type of cover.
Metals such as iron, sulphur, magnesium, manganese and zinc
(secondarily retained in the tailings) were remobilised when
the groundwater was raised.
There was a pronounced decrease of metals such as
copper, cadmium and lead throughout the impoundment
after remediation. The oxidation rate, based on oxygen fluxes
estimates, decreased about two to three orders of magnitude
compared to pre-remediation conditions.
A methodology for geochemical modelling of AMD in mill
tailings based on physical and geochemical characterisation
of the tailings was developed. Factors such as temperature,
pH and mineral surface area, which may influence mineral
weathering rates, were quantified. Most major elements
showed absolute concentrations of a magnitude one to two
times higher in the model than in the field. A single calibration
factor to the weathering rate expression was sufficient to
account for this scale dependence.
The weathering rates of pyrite and aluminosilicates were, in
general, one to two orders of magnitude lower than reported
in the literature, while chalcopyrite and sphalerite were one to
three orders of magnitude higher. In the laboratory, mineral
weathering processes and element release rates in tailings
were quantified using batch and column experiments.
Continued on page 22

“The selection of the
Kristineberg area
as the main site for
the research for the
MiMi programme
was based on a
survey of possible
locations in Sweden.
An important
criterion was recent
waste disposal, and
therefore the search
was limited to
operating mines”

GEOLOGY
The bedrock consists of about 1.9 billion-year-old metamorphosed ore-bearing volcanic rocks
overlain by metasedimentary rocks. Pyrite-rich massive sulphide ores are intercalated within
a stratigraphic unit consisting of mainly basic volcanics and redeposited volcano-clastic rocks.
Common ore minerals are pyrite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena and magnetite. Common
gangue minerals include quartz, sericite, chlorite, talc, biotite and calcite.
The recipient of surface waters and discharging groundwater in the mine area is a small
creek, Vormbäcken. Vormbäcken starts at the outlet of the lake Holmträsket, about 2 km
upstream of the mine area at Kristineberg, and flows for about 40 km before joining the river
Vindelälven. Vindelälven is a primary tributary to the river Umeälven, which, in turn, enters the
Bothnian Sea at Umeå.
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TAILINGS RESEARCH
Continued from page 21
The function and presence of micro-organisms in
groundwater in tailings was the subject of a study involving
microbial characterisation/spatial distribution of microorganisms, mainly iron and sulphur oxidising bacteria, and the
microbial community structure. A study of the carbon cycling
in the impoundment was also performed, which included
sampling of pore gas and pore water from lysimeters.

“The pilot-scale
test cell system is
a unique facility
for long-term
studies of different
remediation
methods, and has
a potential far
beyond the studies
performed so far”

REMEDIATION AND GROUNDWATER TREATMENT

A subsurface permeable reactive barrier system at pilot scale
was installed to intercept contaminated groundwater seepage
from Impoundment 1, neutralise acidity and remove metals and
sulphate before discharge of water to a surface water recipient.
A laboratory study addressed the potential of using natural
attenuation processes for the retention of contaminants in
discharging AMD. Under oxidising conditions secondary iron
containing solid phases are formed which can serve as primary
adsorbing phases for metals.
As part of the Georange project, the effectiveness of five dry
cover systems on sulphide tailings was studied in pilot-scale
test cells (5 x 5 x 3 m). Clayey till, sewage sludge, fine-grained
apatite concentrate and Trisoplast (a mix of a polymer, bentonite
and tailings sand) were used as sealing layers, with unspecified
till on top. In one reference cell, tailings were left uncovered.
Field measurements of oxygen concentrations and element
concentrations in leachate waters were taken in 2004 and 2005.
Submersed plants along with emerged plants were
used in four constructed wetlands with an AMD inlet from
Impoundment 1B. Mine tailings (35 cm) were placed above
geotextile membrane, and some plant, nutrient and organic
materials were applied on the tailings. These were then topped
off with sand or tailings.

PIT LAKES
In Sweden, there are more than 20 pit lakes, and most
of them originated from sulphidic base-metal mining.
However, few studies have been performed of these special
water bodies.
A detailed study of the pit lake at Rävlidmyran, near
Kristineberg, therefore was a key part of the MiMi
programme. This is the most detailed study of a pit lake
performed so far in Sweden. The pit lake was studied
before treatment, and after liming and sewage sludge
treatment, respectively. As a part of the Georange project,
physiochemical parameters were also measured in the lake.

SURFACE WATERS

Surface waters were frequently sampled at three stations
within the mine area for chemical analysis from May to
November 1999. In another study, the water column, tailings
and tailings pore-water were sampled along a vertical profile in
the water covered Impoundment 4. Due to liming with calcium
oxide, pH in the pond normally varies between 9 and 12, and
the tailings are covered by a thick layer of calcite: gypsum
sludge containing large amounts of cadmium, copper and zinc.
Lake Hornträsket is an oligotrophic lake about 2 km west
of Kristineberg. Historical data suggest the environmental
conditions in the lake have deteriorated since the early
1970s. Several investigations about the environmental
conditions in the lake have been undertaken. Soil sampling
and investigations of the abandoned mines within the
drainage area were also included, as well as biological studies
(inventories of fish and bottom fauna).
Metal immobilisation was studied in wetlands along
Vormbäcken, the recipient for the effluent waters from the
Kristineberg area. The study of the Vormbäcken system
indicates that the wetlands have a limited influence on the
transport of metals, probably due to the limited contact
between the stream water and the bottom substrates, the
channelised character of the stream, and/or low settling rates
of metal bearing particles.

KRISTINEBERG: R&D ASSET

Impoundment 1 at Kristineberg has been exceptionally well
studied and there is detailed information on some of the other
impoundments. Rävlidmyran pit lake, Lake Hornträsket and the
drainage water downstream of the Kristineberg mine site have
also been studied in some detail.
The pilot-scale test cell system is a unique facility for longterm studies of different remediation methods, and has a
potential far beyond the studies performed so far.
In all, the high-quality data available from previous
studies, the variety of different types of compartments in
the Kristineberg area and the pilot-scale test cells form
an exceptional basis for future studies of mining and the
environment. The site is favourable for almost any type of study
of mine waste and remediation. The necessary background
information is already there, which makes fresh studies of new
aspects and new remediation methods more efficient.
The test site offers great opportunities for studying
remediation methods, or methods for cleaning polluted
water. And many different ideas for future research have been
discussed. Among others, these projects have been suggested:
■ Evolution of groundwater quality.
■ Long-term efficiency of cover materials.
■ Alternative cover materials.
■ Long-term efficiency of treatment of pit lakes.
■ Significance of natural soils to surface water quality in
mineralised catchments.
■ Fundamental processes in waste rock deposits.
■ Metal retention in the waste by association to primary and
secondary mineral phases and in downstream areas.
Lars Lövgrenis in the Department of Chemistry, Umeå University, Umeå, Sweden.
Anders Widerlund and Björn Öhlanderare in the Department of Chemical Engineering
and Geosciences/Applied Geology, Luleå University of Technology, Luleå, Sweden
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Green research grants
available from the EU

E

NERGY and the environment are probably the
hottest policy topics for the European Union (EU) at
the moment, with climate change and dependence
on imported energy supplies foremost in the mind
of EU leaders. As a result, any initiatives that tackle
both problems at the same time are likely to receive a hearty
welcome in Brussels. And, as ever with the EU, the good news is
– there is plenty of money to tap.
This is especially the case with the EU’s Seventh Framework
Programme (FP7) for research, which was launched on January 1,
2007 and which will continue in operation until 2013. It is the
EU’s largest-sever research spending scheme, commanding
budgets worth €53.2 billion in total. And with €2.3 billion
allocated for energy studies and €1.8 billion for environmental
research, it is pretty clear that innovative studies improving
the environmental performance of the mining industry and
related energy sectors are well placed to secure grants. Private
companies and state-owned organisations can apply for money
from these golden pots.
Applicants have usually to raise 50% of the funding of their
projects from other sources, and if they can demonstrate they
will use the research to create jobs and wealth with the EU,
they can enjoy control over the use of the findings, as far as
commercial exploitation is concerned.
Members of the European Parliament (MEPs) and EU ministers
have laid down priority policy areas for each utilityrelevant research area and these are well worth
examining by mining environment research
groups looking for finance from Brussels.
As regards energy, they include:
■ CO2 capture and storage technologies
for zero-emission power generation
– technologies reducing the environmental
impact of fossil fuel use.
■ Developing and demonstrating cleaner coal
and other solid fuel conversion technologies.
A report on FP7 energy research by the EU’s governing body,
the European Commission, explained the thinking: “The focus
of the research and demonstration actions in FP7 will be on
accelerating the development of cost-effective technologies for
a more sustainable energy economy … and ensuring European
industry can compete successfully on the global stage.”
For the pot covering environmental research, agreed
priorities mean research funding will be available for projects
of interest to all utilities, especially as a key topic will be
combating climate change, pollution and associated risks. Of
particular importance will be environmental technologies “for
observation, simulation, prevention, mitigation, adaptation,
remediation and restoration of the natural and man-made
environment”.
So, without doubt, there is plenty of money to be tapped.
The key question is how to get it. For research teams in major
mining companies, corporations and institutions, there are four
considerations:
■ To have a relevant idea to develop.
■ To be aware of when money is being released.
■ To have potential project partners.
■ To get the application right.
To fulfil the demands of the first two points, researchers
should keep tabs on ‘calls for proposals’ made by the
Commission, issued regularly over the next seven years; they
include detailed instructions on how to apply for money. Check

the relevant Brussels websites (see box, below).
BY KEITH
Check especially for calls made under the FP7’s ‘co-operation’
NUTHALL
section – about the environment and energy: the codes
are self-explanatory. The Commission made its first call for
proposals under FP7, two weeks before the programme was
formally launched on January 1, 2007 and formal calls will now
come steadily until 2013.
The initial call included €200 million of environmental
research spending in 2007 on research projects including
innovative technologies and services for sustainable water
use in industries; the development of technologies and tools
for soil contamination assessment and site characterisation,
towards sustainable remediation; and developing cost-effective,
environmentally-safe waste treatment technologies and
services for developing countries.
There was a €128 million call for energy research, which
included requests for project applications about solid fuel gasification development (improving gasifier technologies); and
developing poly-generation concepts for coal-fired power plants.
The deadlines to respond to these research-funding calls
have now passed, but, given the priority the Commission
places on energy and the environment, it is inevitable
that there will be many more calls of relevance to mining
environmental specialists.
Such calls will reflect the priorities agreed by MEPs and
ministers mentioned above and indeed some hard
thinking has already gone on, doubtless involving
A series of advisory groups
some lobbying by mining industry interests. Indeed,
are being set up to help
it helps applicants to have some idea of the
the Commission. Visit:
likely topics of proposals, and the Commission
ec.europa.eu/research/
will set out its plans in annual work projects.
fp7/advisory_en.html.
Prior knowledge will allow utility researchers to
approach research teams from other EU countries
to forge international alliances, usually a key
consideration for grant awards. A series of advisory
groups are being set up to help the Commission
(see box, above right).
As for with whom mining research groups should team up
to create a FP7 application consortium, it is usually a good idea
to diversify: as well as commercial companies, the framework
programme welcomes applications from universities, public
research institutions, non-governmental organisations,
international organisations and even individual researchers.
The Commission especially likes to see universities and cuttingedge companies generating commercial relationships. It
also helps if partners are based in the EU, who will enjoy the
broadest rights and access to funding.
As for application tips, the key is following the calls for
proposals carefully, and, when in doubt, consult. As can be
expected with an organisation as notoriously bureaucratic as
the EU, there is a lot of red tape. If mistakes are made in the
paperwork, this can cost consortia vital grants, even if their
projects are groundbreaking and important.
Finally, the FP7 is not just about participation and getting
research money – in fact, its key goal is, of course, spreading
new ideas and best practice. So, even if mining companies are
not interested in joining research projects or are and fail to get
a grant, much FP7 research will be published openly. It is, after
all, a public programme. Checking
FP7-associated databases might
Visit the websites below to see how to apply for money
just win a curious company some
ec.europa.eu/dgs/research/tenders/index_en.html
free knowledge, and as we all
cordis.europa.eu/fp7/dc/index.cfm
know – there’s nothing better than cordis.europa.eu/news/calls_en.html
a freebie.
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CLIMATE CHANGE

How will mining survive c
Do mining companies really want to save the planet? Or is their commitment to climate
change more about preserving their place in a coal-dependent future?
BY MICHELLE
GIGLIO AND
KATHERINE DIXON

C

LIMATE change. It’s the catch phrase
that is whipping corporate
boardrooms into a frenzy.
How is the mining industry
responding to the
challenge? After all, the global
sector contributes significant
amounts of greenhouse gases – the
primary cause of global warming
and climate change – into the
atmosphere. Mining companies
have a lot to lose from proposed
global restrictions on carbon dioxide
emissions, which could reduce their
output and profits.
Even though some scientists are still
sceptical that climate change actually exists, major
mining companies have been preparing at least a decade for a
global carbon crackdown. According to Mining Journal’s online
survey of many of the world’s top mining companies, climate
change is all about “risk and opportunity”. Yes, climate change
could harm our operations, they say – because of compulsory
energy restrictions, change in product demand and the actual
physical effects of global warming – but it also presents
opportunities. Increased demand for uranium as an alternative
energy source is one positive aspect for those that produce it,
but scope for new products and technology development is
also a potentially profitable effect of climate change action.
Teck Cominco gives an example of this in its Carbon
Disclosure Project report, the world’s largest voluntary register
of carbon emissions: “Our decision to implement a plan to curb
and reduce emissions over time speaks to our understanding
that the financial impacts will be less severe with a long-term

approach, rather than waiting for enforced regulation
where change could be required within a short
time span and be quite costly.”
From this we can start to understand
what drives mining companies in their
approach to climate change.

HOW THE SECTOR IS REGULATED

The big mining companies have done
a lot in the past few years to quantify
the effect of climate change on their
operations and set emissions targets (see
Table 2, p25). The same cannot necessarily
be said of junior companies. Whether this
is because mining giants consume much
more energy than juniors is unknown. But it does
highlight the lack of a single protocol for reporting
emissions in the mining sector (see Table 1, below). Even
among the major players, MJ found inconsistent and even
absent public reporting by companies.
The quality of reporting also seems to depend on the
requirements of the country in which a miner operates and
how the country has implemented the Kyoto Protocol. Kyoto
commits signatory nations (except the US and Australia) to
cut their greenhouse gas emissions to 5% of 1990 levels by
2012. There is a separate target for EU countries of 8% which
operates alongside the EU Emissions Trading Scheme.
Above: Issues surrounding
Kyoto is optional in developing countries like Africa and
climate change worldwide:
South America where, however, mining is booming.
heavy traffic in Los Angeles and
The big debate is what will succeed Kyoto when the
flood damage in Bangladesh
regulations expire in 2012.
Photos: Bloomberg News
At a non-binding summit in Washington in February, world
leaders agreed that a global market should be formed to
cap and trade CO2 emissions. Those at the meeting
TABLE 1: INTERNATIONAL GHG EMISSIONS GUIDELINES
included the G8 (Canada, France, Italy, the US,
REPORTING STANDARD/ORGANISATION
EXPLANATION
Germany, Japan, Russia and the UK) and developing
■ Energy Use and Greenhouse Gas Emissions Management* Compulsory reporting guidelines for
nations Brazil, China, India, Mexico and South Africa. In
Mining Association of Canada
Canadian miners
June, the G8 agreed that CO2 emissions needed to be
halved by 2050. As yet, no binding action has resulted
■ Greenhouse Gas Protocol
“The most widely used international
from either of these meetings.
World Business Council for Sustainable Development
accounting tool for government and
and World Resources Institute
business leaders to understand,
THE BIG ‘C’ IN MINING: COAL
quantify,
In the mining sector, the climate change debate is very
and manage greenhouse gas emissions” much underlined by the role of coal in the industry.
(GHG Protocol website)
The International Energy Agency (IEA) says that in the
next 20 years, global coal use may grow by 60%. Mines
■ Global Reporting Initiative Sustainability Reporting
Allows ICMM members to report their
rely largely on coal to fuel their enormous energy
Guidelines and Mining and Metals Sector Supplement
economic, environmental, human
requirements, with some using alternative energy
rights
sources to supplement, but not replace, their power
Global Reporting Initiative and International
and social performance
needs.
Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM)
Yet the big companies, which have the most money
to allocate to research, are largely putting their efforts
■ Carbon Disclosure Project
“Seeks information for institutional
into how to make coal clean – and not on renewable
invest
energy sources. The chief executives of BHP Billiton
Independent, not-for-profit organisation
ors on the business risks and
and Royal Dutch Shell recently announced that coal
opportunities presented by climate
was here to stay – it is just a question of making it
change and greenhouse gas emissions
clean. BHP Billiton chief Chip Goodyear got a blaze of
data from the world’s largest
publicity in June when he announced the company
companies: 2,400 in 2007” (CDP
would spend US$300 million over five years on low
Website)
emissions technology development. “Instead of trying
*Mining-specific
to exclude coal from the energy mix, as some suggest,
we must find ways to safely and permanently capture
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GHP: Greenhouse Gas Protocol; GRI: Global Reporting Initiative

and store the CO2 emissions from burning coal,” he argued.
Companies talk a lot in their climate change policies about
improving energy efficiency as one way of tackling greenhouse
gas emissions. This is small feed, however, for the climate
change black hole.
The big-hitting research gains are in carbon-capture storage
(CCS) and ‘zero carbon-emission’ plants.

IS CARBON CAPTURE STORAGE THE ANSWER?

CCS is widely touted as a saviour for the industry, yet the
technology is still being tested – and it doesn’t completely
eliminate carbon waste. In the CCS process, CO2 is injected into
a host rock where it eventually liquefies. It was pioneered by
the oil and gas industries to extract resources from existing
reservoirs; however, the process is slightly different for mineral
miners as a suitable host rock must first be found for the CO2
waste.
There are several CCS projects under way in the mining industry.
Alcoa has been operating a pilot CCS project at Kwinana in Western
Australia since January which, as well as utilising underground
storage, mixes CO2 waste with bauxite residue from the refinery
process. This reduces the acidity to levels found naturally in soils
and is of great benefit to the aluminium industry.
Rio Tinto and BP are in the feasibility stage of a coal-fired
power-generation project which aims to capture 4 Mt/y of CO2
from 2014, also in Kwinana.
Anglo American and Shell Energy Investments Australia
are in the prefeasibility stage of the Monash project, which
will produce ultra-clean synthetic diesel from brown coal in
Victoria, Australia. Up to 50 mt/y of CO2 waste will then be
injected into storage wells. Completion is expected in 2016.
It is no surprise that Australia, a nation rich in minerals, is the
focus of so much research on clean coal, says Peter Cook, chief
executive of the Co-operative Research Centre for Greenhouse
Gas Technologies. The Australian research and development
organisation, a collaboration of government, universities and
major gas and mining companies, began exploring clean coal
solutions in 2003.
Mr Cook, a former director of the British Geological Survey,
says that even though Australia does not enforce Kyoto, it is
“certainly not a laggard” when it comes to clean coal research.
“The resource focus of the economy is a very important
driver. And the fact that the majority of Australia’s electricity is
generated by coal-fired power stations.”
However, Greenpeace Australia is not at all impressed with
the amount of money being fuelled into clean coal research
down under. Energy campaigner Ben Pearson says: “If these
mining companies really think that CCS is going to work, and if
it’s anything for them other than just a way to get the heat off
them, they really have to put up a lot more money.”
With mining companies saying the viability of CCS will not
be known until at least 2020, Mr Pearson says this means we

CO2, N2O, methane,
SF6, PFCs, HFCs
Transportation

Power generation

➚
➚

will not know if
it’s workable in
(national grid) (self generated)
the time frame
Processing
needed to achieve
deep cuts in
emissions. “If CCS
Mine fugitive emissions
doesn’t work,
we’re just going
to have to stop
using coal.”
Dr Cook, however, is confident about the
viability of CCS. “The technology is proven
to the extent that all the components are
there. We know we can do post-combustion
capture of CO2. We know we can pipe CO2 for very long
distances at a relatively modest cost. We know we can inject
CO2 into the subsurface. What we’ve not done is put all those
components together. That’s what we’ve really got to do to
prove … this is a viable and economically sustainable way of
decreasing CO2 emissions.”
Dr Cook’s research centre will get to showcase its work in
October with its Otway Basin project in Melbourne, Australia’s
largest CCS research scheme. Otway will have the capacity to
inject 100,000 t of CO2 underground.
Companies are relying on CCS to be in full swing by at least
2050, as shown by this comment from Royal Dutch Shell chief
executive officer Jeroen van der Veer: “Shell works with models
that assume CCS is installed at 90% of all the coal- and gas-fired
power plants in the rich [developed] countries by the year
2050, and at 50% in non-OECD countries.” (The Times, June 25,
2007). Is enough being done to achieve this?
In Europe, a consortium of mining companies which includes SørNorge Aluminium (the joint venture between Alcan Inc and Norsk
– Laurel Green, Rio Tinto
Hydro ASA) are planning to build a clean coal-fired power plant
Group’s Climate Change
in western Norway. The plant will capture 95% of greenhouse gas
Executive (article13.com)
emissions which will be piped or shipped offshore for sequestration
in oil and gas fields. Norway now requires all future fossil fuel-based
power stations to be equipped with CCS.
Apart from the Norway venture, there is very little activity on
CCS in Europe or even Canada. Dr Cook says the slow uptake
on CCS is because it is not covered by Kyoto as the technology
was mooted for the mining sector only after the protocol was
signed. “I’m sure [CCS] will be part of the next phase and we’ll
start to see more of an uptake,” Dr Cook said.
Friends of the Earth sees a large deficit in
action on climate change in the countries
where mining is booming: the developing
world. “It’s all very well for one or two rich
countries that can afford to bring forward
programmes,” Mr Juniper says. “We need
mainstream programmes in countries where
there isn’t a lot of economic resources. One
wonders what role the
mining companies are
doing about that.”
Zero-emission plants are
also becoming a climatechange catch cry. The US
FutureGen Alliance is seeking to create the world’s first
An artist’s impression
coal-fuelled, ‘near-zero emissions’ power plant. Scheduled
(above) of the Anglo
for completion in 2012, the project is spearheaded by the US
American/Shell Monash
Department of Energy. Once again, names like BHP Billiton,
project plant, which will
Rio Tinto and Anglo American come up as project partners.
produce synthetic diesel
The top companies also contribute to a number of CCS
from brown coal (left)
research organisations across the world such as the South
Graphics: Monash Project
Continued on page 26

Company
CO2-e emissions 2006 Mt
International guideline
Alcoa
60
US Climate Action Partnership
BHP Billiton
51
BHP B Intensity Index/GRI
Anglo American
36
GHP
Alcan
32
GRI
Rio Tinto
28
GHP
Xstrata
16
GRI
AngloGold Ashanti
4.7
GRI
Newmont
4.3
GHP
Teck Cominco
1.4
MAC/GRI
Mt: millions of tonnes; MAC: Mining Association of Canada guidelines
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TABLE 2: EMISSIONS BY A SELECTION OF TOP MINERS
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e climate change?

Mining’s contributions to GHGs

“Climate change
presents one of
industry’s greatest
challenges,
especially for
mining companies
like Rio Tinto,
which both produce
the fuel and use
vast quantities of
energy”
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CLIMATE CHANGE
Continued from page 25
African Coaltech 2020 and Australia’s Coal21 (established
by the black coal-mining industry to develop technologies
for reducing greenhouse gases). Their involvement in so
many global initiatives is perhaps a reflection of the amount
of money they have for research. Simon Farrell, managing
director of junior Australian miner GVM Metals, said: “We look
to companies like Rio Tinto to develop the technology. It’s
not [possible] for a company our size to [copy] what they are
doing.”
But some initiatives, like the Carbon Disclosure Project,
do not require significant funds from companies – just a
commitment to yearly reporting of GHG emissions. Which
raises the question as to why more mining companies have not
yet signed up.

A CARBON TRADING FUTURE

It is likely – as predicted by the companies themselves – that
most developed countries will impose a CO2 emissions cap in
the next decade. This could be implemented through a global
carbon trading scheme.
Carbon trading is currently only active in the EU, with
whispers of an Australian scheme by 2012. The EU Emissions
Trading Scheme (EU ETS) sets a CO2 emissions limit on all major
GHG-emitting industries that operate in the union.
Under the Kyoto Clean Development Mechanism,
companies may gain carbon credits for capturing or
using waste gases in developing nations, where there are no
emission caps. The companies may then use these credits in
the EU under the ETS.
The EU ETS has been criticised for not encouraging
companies to use alternative technologies, such as CCS, as they
simply can buy credits to exceed their emissions quota.
AngloAmerican adviser on carbon management and
sustainable development Ian Emsley says the EU ETS has not
hurt coal at all: “Phase one of the scheme does not appear to
have had a negative impact on coal burn because the price
of gas has generally still made coal the more competitive fuel
option for power generation.”
However, Anthony Hobley, Norton Rose head of climate change
and carbon finance, says a proper carbon credit system is not
about moving the goods around. “Its primary purpose is to achieve
emissions cuts.”
Mr Hobley says he has been looking at how coal can be
packaged with carbon credits to make it an attractive product
for customers. It is something yet to be taken up, but may
become popular as carbon caps spread through the markets.
The US is still opposed to a global CO2 market cap, despite
heavy lobbying by Alcoa and Alcan through the US Climate
Action Partnership (US CAP). The alliance wants a cap and trade
programme that places specified limits on GHG emissions in
the US by 2008.

“Coal mining
is simply not
compatible with
climatic stability.
It’s a disastrous
venture to be in if
you’re interested in
climate change”
– Tony Juniper, Executive
Director, Friends of the Earth

The Rio Tinto/BP Kwinana project
aims to capture 4 Mt/y of CO2

CO2 Compression

Gasification
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RENEWABLE ENERGY POTENTIAL
The alternative to coal is renewable energy sources such as
hydro and solar power.
Writing in The Times newspaper of London, Royal Dutch
Shell’s Jeroen van der Veer said renewable energy was not
the “silver bullet that will soon solve all our problems”. He
added: “The share of renewables in the global energy mix
could go up from its existing very low base of about 1% to
about 30% by the middle of the century … But even then,
fossil energy will still make up most of the remaining 70%.”
This figure is strongly disputed by Friends of the Earth,
who say researchers argue zero carbon and up to 80%
renewables is possible. “I think a lot of what comes out of
some of the big corporates is about their business strategy
and not climate change science,” Mr Juniper says. “These
firms need to recognise that the interests of shareholders
are not the same as the interests of the entire planet now
facing the consequences of rapid global warming.”
Friends of the Earth and Greenpeace say more research
needs to be done on geo-thermal, bio-mass (waste from
industry which can be used in other contexts) and solar
power. Some mining companies do use hydropower,
wind and biodiesel and are even experimenting with
photovoltaic systems.
BHP Billiton’s Chip Goodyear wrote of his company’s strong
support for market mechanisms in The Australian newspaper
last month: “Although not perfect and subject to initial teething
problems, this system does allow market forces to determine
a price for carbon and has the potential to reward those who
actively reduce their emissions. Ultimately, I believe we need
a global scheme with cross-border trading to ensure a level
playing field.”
Carbon tax schemes, another method of reducing emissions
advocated by the Kyoto Protocol, are also an option. New
Zealand may be the first country to implement this, with
proposed carbon prices varying between NZ$15 and NZ$100.
The Canadian Green Party is also lobbying for the
implementation of a carbon tax of up to C$50/t. It cites a
Canadian government report which says the impact of a C$50/t
carbon tax would be less than 0.1% of GDP.

A QUESTION OF SURVIVAL

It is clear that some mining companies are committed to
reducing GHG emissions, but there is far too much variation
in the sector, with many relying on the big guns to develop
solutions. The clock is ticking. Kyoto runs out in 2012 and its
replacement is likely to include a global carbon trading scheme.
Essentially, the message from those that work with the
sector is ‘act now or lose out’.
Norton Rose’s Anthony Hobley says: “There will be a carbonconstrained world and it will be regulated. Those that embrace
it and use it to their advantage will be those who achieve the
better return for their shareholders.”
No one seems to have an answer for how to deal
with developing nations like India and China, which are
experiencing massive surges in energy consumption – and are
some of the biggest consumers of coal.
A culture of climate change denial still exists in the mining
sector, which is hindering progress on CCS research and
renewable energy solutions. However, addressing climate
change is very much a question of survival for those in the
industry. Perhaps it really will be up to those that are more
realistic than others to lead the sector.
Pat Atkins, Alcoa’s former Director of Energy Innovation says:
“Alcoa has operated in three consecutive centuries so far, and
if we don’t focus on climate change, we may not make it to our
fourth century.” [Source: Pew Center on Global Climate Change:
Getting ahead of the curve: Corporate strategies that address
climate change (2006)].
The ball has been firmly cast in the mining pit.
This article first appeared in Mining Journal
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Our strength,
your advantage
An environmentally friendly solution to tailings disposal
At GEHO, part of Weir Minerals, we appreciate the concern for the environment.
Our dry stacking, high density slurry technology for disposal of mineral processing
tailings using the state-of-the-art GEHO positive displacement pumps is the solution
for cost effective and clean disposal. The viscous slurry systems are designed to minimise water and power consumption, to limit leaching and ground water pollution.
GEHO covers the complete range of hydraulic driven piston and crankshaft driven
piston and piston diaphragm slurry pumps globally used in e.g. mine dewatering, ore
pipeline transfer, process feed, tailings disposal and other medium and high pressure
slurry, sludge and paste applications.
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CLIMATE CHANGE

All change: Adapting to conseq
BY MARTIN
BRODERICK
AND SARAH
HENDEL-BLACKFORD

T

HE role of the mining industry in reducing and
regulating greenhouse gas emissions to limit long
term climate change was recognised last year by
the International Council on Mining and Minerals.
Mining companies have been swift to follow suit:
most recently BHP Billiton announced the need to address
greenhouse gas emissions through ‘accelerated action’ by the
industry, having developed its own four-pronged approach to
climate change.
There are many threats that climate change brings to
the mining industry, such as increased frequency of storms,
temperature extremes and changes in precipitation (to list but
a few). As mentioned, reducing greenhouse gas emissions is
a responsibility that the mining industry is starting to tackle
head-on.
However, we are already experiencing changes to our
climate, due to the greenhouse gases emitted over the course
of the 20th century.
Due to the time lag between emitting greenhouse gases
and their effect on the climate, climate scenarios tell us that
we are due to experience a certain amount of unavoidable
climate change, no matter how successful we are at reducing
our emissions. In short: global warming over the next 40 years
does not depend on current emissions.
The graph below illustrates that between now and the
2040s, a correlation of the four possible emissions scenarios,
which tells us that we are due to experience a certain
amount of unavoidable climate change and rise in average
temperatures.
So, what impacts should the mining industry be preparing
for? How will these impacts affect existing operations around
the world? How should the industry prepare to adapt to these
unavoidable and inevitable changes? These are some of the
questions that are moving from the arena of meteorology to
the mining industry.

EMISSIONS SCENARIOS

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) scenarios for the way in which emissions will develop in the future.

■

A1 describes a future world of very rapid economic growth, global population that peaks in mid-century and declines
thereafter, and the rapid introduction of new and more efficient technologies.

■
■

A2 describes a very heterogeneous world. The underlying theme is self-reliance and preservation of local identities.
B1 describes a convergent world with the same global population that peaks in mid-century and declines thereafter, as in the
A1 storyline, but with rapid changes in economic structures toward a service and information economy, with reductions in
material intensity, and the introduction of clean and resource-efficient technologies.

■

B2 describes a world in which the emphasis is on local solutions to economic, social, and environmental sustainability.

IN A WORD, ADAPTATION

The industry needs to consider the immediate threat of a
changing climate in all decisions relating to investment, risk
management, operations and logistics, as the physical effects
of climate change are already playing out across the globe.
Preparing for these immediate changes in climate is called
‘adaptation’.

ADAPT TO WHAT?

There are many impacts of climate change, but perhaps one
of the most significant for the mining industry is the negative
impact on water resources.
The number of areas affected by drought is likely to increase,
whilst the potentially beneficial impacts of increased run-off in
other areas are likely to be offset by the effects of increasingly
variable precipitation and seasonal run-off. This will disrupt
water supplies, affect water quality and increase the risk of
run-off.
The map, right, indicates the future climate change impacts
on water run-off: blue denotes relative increase in run-off, red
denotes relative decrease in run-off, in percentages.

WHERE?

We can see that no region will be safe from global climate
changes. Future impacts will vary in their nature, range
and extent from place to place, but all regions in the
world face significant threats from a changing climate.
For example, in Australia’s southern and eastern regions,
water security problems are projected to intensify in the next
20 years.
Queensland has already experienced the strongest drying
trend over the past 50 years, which is forecast to continue.
A strong decline in rainfall and increased evaporation could
affect soil moisture and the availability of water for mining
activities in this region.
Continuing coastal development and population growth
could add to pressure for water resources, with the number of
days exceeding 35°C likely to increase. Major infrastructure will
also be at risk from extreme events such as increased storm
and fire damage, increased incidence of heatwaves and the
possibility of more blackouts.
Other parts of the world, such as the polar regions in
Canada, Siberia and South America, will also be affected.
The melting of permafrost in Siberia and Alaska will make it
increasingly difficult to transport goods and services over the
tundra, and as temperature swings cause the ice to move,
mining operations could be destabilised and the maintenance
of existing infrastructure is likely to become more costly.
A poleward intensification of mining activities is already
occurring, resulting in increased population and intensified
settlement patterns in Canada’s mid-north, for example.
Mining activities in the arctic and sub-arctic regions
depend on snow roads, which will need to be replaced
with more reliable modes of transport. This can disrupt the
supply of essential services and the ability to readily restore
infrastructure. All these impacts will, of course, push up the
costs of operations.
Glaciers are also critically important for the water resources
in South America. The Inter Governmental Panel on Climate
Change states: “Recent studies indicate that most of the South
American glaciers are drastically reducing their volume at an
accelerated rate and could even disappear in the next few
decades if the current warming trend continues into the future.
“Tropical Andean glaciers are predicted to melt between
2010 and 2050 affecting the supply of water. Because melting
impacts are greater during the dry season, local adaptation
measures should target reservoirs storage to manage a
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nsequences of climate change
MEAN CHANGE OF ANNUAL RUN-OFF IN PERCENTAGE BETWEEN PRESENT (1981-2000) AND 2081-2100
(IPPC SRES A1B EMISSIONS SCENARIO)

2. Streamflow decreases
such that present water
demand could not be
satisfied after 2020, and
loss of salmon habitat

3. Groundwater recharge
decreases by more than
70% by the 2050s

shift in the seasonal water cycle.”
These are some of the impacts facing the mining industry in
the near term and no government can protect any industry from
everything that climate change will throw at us. All industries
need to understand the impacts, assess their activities and
potential vulnerabilities in order to prepare and adapt.

FUTURE CLIMATE IMPACTS: IGNORANCE OF IMPACTS
NO LONGER AN EXCUSE FOR INACTION

Are these types of damaging impacts now reasonably
foreseeable, regardless of our efforts to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions? This is an increasingly important issue from a
legal perspective: if the nature and extent of climate change
is sufficiently understood and whether there is a sufficient
consensus of expert opinion regarding their effects, to result in
potential liabilities for a failure to adapt. One example of what
the future holds from a legal perspective is illustrated in the
case of Anthony v Coal Authority [2005] EWHC 1654 (QB).
The court had to consider whether the spontaneous
combustion of a coal spoil tip was reasonably foreseeable.
On evidence that experts had identified and discussed the
risk in 1970, the judge found that the event was reasonably
foreseeable and that damages were recoverable in nuisance
by the owners of neighbouring properties. As Laws LJ said in
Arscott v Coal Authority [2004] EWCA Civ 892; [2005] Env LR
6: “An event may be reasonably foreseeable even though the
precise mechanics of its causation are not … But reasonable
foreseeability must imply some understanding of the chain
of events which is putatively foreseen; otherwise we are…
looking at… divination.”
With increasingly detailed climate impacts scenarios being
developed at relatively close resolution, such events could be
deemed foreseeable in future. In the UK, for example, future
climate change scenarios are being updated to take account of
the latest climate science, giving probabilistic scenarios, which

4. Flooded area for
annual peak
discharge in
Bangladesh
increases by at
least 25% with a
global temperature
increase of 2ºC

5. Electricity
production
potential at
existing
hydropower
stations
decreases
by more
than 25% by
the 2070s
6. Increase of
pathogen load due
to more heavy
precipitation
events in areas
without good water
supply and
sanitation
infrastructure

1. Thickness of small
island freshwater lens
declines from 25 to
10m due to 0.1m
sea-level rise by
2040-2080

will attribute a percentage of the likelihood of an event, up to
25 km resolution (to within the nearest 25 km) – with this type of
information to hand, can any company afford not to be prepared?

THE SOLUTION: ADAPTATION IN THE INDUSTRY

In July 2007, the European Commission published its first
Adaptation Green Paper. This paper sets out the impacts of
unavoidable climate change in Europe and the types of issues
that all industries, public and private sectors need to start
preparing for.
The paper explains that adaptation actions are taken to
cope with a changing climate, such as increased rainfall, higher
temperatures, scarcer water resources or more frequent storms,
at present or anticipating such changes in future. Adaptation
aims at reducing the risk and damage from current and
future harmful impacts cost-effectively or exploiting potential
benefits. Examples of actions include using scarce water more
efficiently, adapting existing building codes to stand future
climate conditions and extreme weather events, ensuring the
sustainability of investments over their entire lifetime taking
explicit account of a changing climate is often referred to as
‘climate proofing’.
Consultancies such as Ecofys and Golder can work with
mining companies and organisations at the local, regional,
national and international level to develop practical strategies
to adapt to such impacts. Practically now the mining sector can
start to prepare and adapt to these impacts by:
1. Appointing someone in the company with responsibilities
for adaptation.
2. Understanding the extent of projected changes over
the lifetime of mining activities from initial excavation to
reclamation, and assessing the vulnerability of company
activities posed by climate change impacts.
3. Assessing the company’s adaptive capacity and prioritising
options for adaptation.

“Mining activities
in the arctic and
sub-arctic regions
depend on snow
roads, which will
need to be replaced
with more reliable
modes of transport”

Martin Broderick is principal EIA Practioner, Golder Associates UK Ltd. Sarah Hendel-Blackford is a senior consultant with Ecofys, a company that specialises in energy saving
and renewable energy solutions
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ENVIROMINE
TAILINGS

Miners should dig for dirt

M

INING firms obviously need to
scrutinise investments from a
financial perspective before sinking
large sums of money in them. But
what about due diligence on the
ethical, environmental and other ‘sustainability’
issues surrounding potential new ventures? In the
past many companies – while undertaking checks
that might be legally required – preferred not to ask
too many searching questions in this area. It was
sometimes considered better to let sleeping dogs lie.
In recent years, however, the strategic case for
asking more probing questions up front on such
‘soft’ issues has become stronger (the ethical case
has always been so). Two intriguing recent news
stories on mining projects in different parts of the
world indirectly help illustrate the shifting context
for companies in this respect.
The first story concerns plans by a Rio Tinto unit
in Western Australia for a major new iron-ore mine.
It illustrates the increasingly thorough approach
to sustainability due diligence now being taken
by large miners. (I should state here that I once
worked as Rio Tinto’s policy adviser, though
was not involved in this particular project.)
Detailed early-stage biodiversity
assessments commissioned by Rio
revealed the existence near the
project site of ‘troglobites’, 4 mmlong, blind, spider-like creatures
that are endangered and live deep
underground. The discovery of
these tiny critters initially caused the

BY DANIEL
LITVIN

state environmental regulator to refuse go-ahead for
the mine. But the news, at the time of writing, is that
the regulator has now given its provisional approval
for the project, for the company has conducted
further research into the troglobites and adapted the
mine plan to ensure their survival.
In short, Rio Tinto’s approach of understanding as
much as possible at an early stage about biodiversity
Mining at Rio Tinto’s Mesa J project
in Western Australia

around the mine site, while causing some teething
problems for the project, appears now to have put it
in good stead with a key regulator.
The second story concerns Camec, a smaller, AIMlisted mining group, whose share price, at the time
of writing, had slumped following stories that some
of its mining licences in the Democratic Republic of
the Congo (DRC) had been cancelled.
The DRC’s public prosecutor had alleged that
there were “serious irregularities in the original
issuing of the licences”. Camec had recently acquired
control of the relevant concessions. Camec has said
it is “confident that it will successfully refute any
allegations or attempts made against its licences”.
The point of citing this story is not to point any
fingers in what appears to be a complex situation.
It is simply to illustrate how suspicions about the
history of an asset – whether these are fair or not
– have the potential to create big problems for the
acquirer.
Whatever the past events in Camec’s case, the
risks of such an outcome in general may be reduced
if companies undertake due diligence on a
whole range of ‘soft’ issues as a matter of
course before striking deals. In
today’s world – with scrutiny
intense and external groups
often waiting for mining firms
to put a foot wrong – it makes
increasing strategic sense to
surface potential issues early on
lest others make the running
with them.

Daniel Litvin is a former McKinsey consultant and director of Critical Resource, which specialises in stakeholder and sustainability issues in the resources sector

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
OCTOBER

October 10-11
Enviro International 2007
New Delhi, India
Equipment for environmental protection and
pollution control.
Contact: Suresh Lakshminarasimha
E-mail: events@tafcon.com
Visit: tafcon.com
October 16-19
Mine Closure 2007
Santiago, Chile
This conference aims to promote the exchange
of knowledge and experience in the design,
planning and operations of mine closure
plans. Areas of interest include: closure under
extreme natural events; criteria for closure;
costs and financing; legal and regulatory
requirements; and social impacts.
Contact: Olga Cherepanova
E-mail: info@mineclosure2007.com
Visit: www.mineclosure2007.com
October 31 - November 2
SSEE 2007 International Conference on
Engineering Sustainability
Perth, Australia
The Society for Sustainability and

Environmental Engineering will present
examples of international best practice
on topics including: impacts of climate
change; cleaner production and zero
emissions; sustainable water management;
energy efficiency and conservation;
and sustainability assessment and
reporting.
Contact: Rebecca Dicker
E-mail: rebecca@keynotewa.com
Visit: www.keynotewa.com/ssee-07

NOVEMBER

November 13-15
China Mining and China Uranium
Beijing, China
China Uranium will be focusing on the theme
of securing a clean energy supply for future
global growth.
Contact: Drayton Salkeld
E-mail: info@china-mining.org
Visit: www.china-mining.com
November 19-21
1st International Conference:
Managing the Social and Environmental
Consequences of Coal Mining in India
New Delhi, India
Deadline for full papers: November 1.

Contact: Dr Kuntala Lahiri-Dutt
E-mail: Kuntala.lahiri-dutt@anu.edu.au
November 20-22
Mines and Money 2007
London, UK
Contact: Eileen Smith
E-mail: eileen.smith@mining-journal.com
Visit: www.minesandmoney.co.uk

DECEMBER

December 11-13
10th International Symposium on
Environmental Issues and Waste
Management in Energy and Mineral
Production
Bangkok, Thailand
Conference themes include: remediation
of contaminated soil and groundwater;
health hazard and safety issues in smallscale mining; environmental issues in
surface and underground mining of
metalliferous, coal, uranium, industrial
minerals; occupational health and safety
and rehabilitation of mine sites; and closure
and rehabilitation.
Contact: Dr Raj Singhal
E-mail: singhal@shaw.ca
Visit: www.mpes-cami-swemp.com
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Making sustainability
more than a buzz word
What does bee-keeping have to do with
large-scale mineral extraction and
processing?
Normally, not much. But at Anglo American’s
Chagres copper smelter in Chile, both happily
co-exist.
Though Chagres provides employment, local
supply chain opportunities and local tax
contributions, no community should be too
reliant on any one operation. So we have
worked in partnership with local people to
strengthen alternative livelihoods. One of
them is a bee-farming initiative. In three
years, this award-winning programme has
succeeded in sweetening participants’ income
from honey by 40%.

Elsewhere in the world, Anglo American is
also helping other working communities to
diversify their economies. In South Africa,
we have established a small-business
development unit, Anglo Zimele. In 17
years, Anglo Zimele has enabled local people
to establish scores of viable new companies.
One has since became a regional leader in
catering and facilities management, with
an annual turnover of more than $10 million.
Together they support over 4,000 jobs.
Why are we doing all of this?
Our business is to find and extract some of
the raw materials that are essential parts
of modern life. But we are determined to do
this in ways that consider the wider impacts
of our business in social, economic and
environmental terms.

As part of this, we subscribe to several
external codes that are aligned with our
internal values. These include the UN
Global Compact, the Extractive Industries
Transparency Initiative and the International
Council on Mines and Metals’ sustainable
development framework.
Anglo American’s own ‘Good Citizenship’
Business Principles have become an integral
part of the way in which we make business
decisions. The result: policies and strategies
that contribute to the overall objective of
sustainable development.
Are we there yet?
Probably not. But the bees at Chagres
can teach us about instinctive devotion to
the greater good for generations to come:
a bee-line to sustainability.

www.angloamerican.co.uk
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